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Abstract
In this work, we formulate a set of rules for writing down p-adic Mellin amplitudes at
tree-level. The rules lead to closed-form expressions for Mellin amplitudes for arbitrary
scalar bulk diagrams. The prescription is recursive in nature, with two different physical
interpretations: one as a recursion on the number of internal lines in the diagram, and
the other as reminiscent of on-shell BCFW recursion for flat-space amplitudes, especially
when viewed in auxiliary momentum space. The prescriptions are proven in full generality,
and their close connection with Feynman rules for real Mellin amplitudes is explained. We
also show that the integrands in the Mellin-Barnes representation of both real and p-adic
Mellin amplitudes, the so-called pre-amplitudes, can be constructed according to virtually
identical rules, and that these pre-amplitudes themselves may be re-expressed as products
of particular Mellin amplitudes with complexified conformal dimensions.
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1 Introduction and Summary
Mellin amplitudes share many properties with flat space scattering amplitudes and have
been especially useful in studying holographic CFTs [1]. Until very recently, this story
has remained restricted to the study of amplitudes in field theories defined over real-valued
spacetimes. In this paper, we continue the holographic investigation of Mellin amplitudes
in the context of p-adic AdS/CFT [2, 3] initiated in Ref. [4]. These so-called p-adic Mellin
amplitudes were shown to have analytic properties similar to those of traditional real Mellin
amplitudes for several classes of bulk diagrams [4]. At the same time, p-adic Mellin am-
plitudes were found to be significantly simpler than their real counterparts owing to the
absence of descendants [5] in the corresponding p-adic CFTs, thus providing a new tech-
nically simpler arena for studying generic features of Mellin amplitudes. In this paper, we
establish systematically the analytic similarities between the real and p-adic amplitudes for
all tree-level bulk diagrams involving scalars. The main questions we answer are: What is
the p-adic Mellin amplitude of an arbitrary tree-level diagram, and what recursion relations
do the amplitudes obey? We establish three prescriptions for writing down arbitrary Mellin
amplitudes, two of which are recursive, and proceed to establish the precise connections with
analogous prescriptions satisfied by corresponding real Mellin amplitudes.
For real Mellin amplitudes, the final expressions, obtained via the Feynman rules for
Mellin amplitudes, are usually written in terms of unevaluated infinite sums over terms
corresponding to the exchange of descendant fields in the intermediate channels. For scalar
operators, the amplitudes for tree-level bulk diagrams take the following schematic form,
which we refer to as the series representation of the Mellin amplitudes [6, 7, 8],
M∼
∞∑
mi1 ,...,miK=0
(∏
i∈I
1
si −∆i − 2mi
)( ∏
vertices
V ({mI})
)
I = {i1, . . . , iK} , (1.1)
where the set I labels the internal lines of the diagram, each admitting the exchange of a
single trace operator of conformal dimension ∆i for i ∈ I (with non-zero mi corresponding
to the exchange of descendants from its conformal family), and each contact vertex in the
diagram has an associated factor V which depends on the conformal dimensions of the
external operator insertions incident at that vertex, as well as the dimensions ∆i and the
associated integers mi of operators running along internal lines incident on the same vertex.
For each internal line i ∈ I there is a “propagator factor”, which depends on a particular
Mandelstam-like variable si, which itself depends on the Mellin variables. To obtain the full
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Mellin amplitude, one must sum over all integers mi for i ∈ I; typically these sums are hard
to evaluate analytically. This series representation makes the pole structure of the Mellin
amplitude manifest — the Mandelstam variables pick up poles in the infinite sum (1.1) when
fields propagating along the internal lines go on-shell, signaling the exchange of single-trace
operators and their descendants in the intermediate channels, and the residue at each pole
factorizes into a product of left and right sub-amplitudes [6, 7, 9].
Alternatively, real (and p-adic) Mellin amplitudes also admit a contour representation,
which we will refer to as the Mellin-Barnes integral representation. Schematically, it takes
the form
M∼
(∏
i∈I
∫ i∞
−i∞
dci
2πi
f∆i(ci)
)
M˜({cI}, {γij}) I = {i1, . . . , iK} . (1.2)
where the weight f∆i(ci) depends on the dimension ∆i of the internal operator exchanged
along the internal line i ∈ I as well as the spacetime dimension, and takes as argument a com-
plex parameter ci, while M˜, which following Refs. [10, 11] we refer to as the “pre-amplitude”,
is a function that is significantly simpler in form than the full, integrated amplitudeM and
depends on the Mellin variables γij, the complex parameters cI , and the dimensions solely
of external operators.
While in principle the series and Mellin-Barnes representations solve the problem of
obtaining real tree-level scalar correlators, they do not yield a closed-form expression for the
amplitudes (except in a few simple cases such as the three- and four-point functions). And
while Mellin amplitudes for special kinds of one-loop diagrams were already available in the
early days of the Mellin program [1], and recent progress has been made in studying bulk-
diagrams at one-loop, both in position space [12, 13] and Mellin space [10, 11], the current
technology at loop-level leaves more to be desired when compared with the state-of-the-
art for flat-space amplitudes. The flat-space amplitudes program has benefited from many
extremely powerful tools and techniques which go beyond summing Feynman diagrams, such
as BCFW recursion [14], but these have so far remained elusive in Mellin space and serve as
one of the motivations for this work.1
1It should be mentioned, though, that methods based on general consistency and symmetry have
been successful in a variety of settings, e.g. conformal bootstrap for higher dimensional CFTs in posi-
tion space [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and Mellin space [22], use of crossing symmetry to constrain 1-loop
Mellin amplitudes [23, 24, 25], as well as techniques utilizing superconformal Ward identities to obtain total
on-shell amplitudes without resorting to summing individual bulk diagrams in e.g. type IIB supergravity in
both position and Mellin space [26, 27], to name a few. See also Refs. [28, 29] for work on BCFW recursion
relations for bulk diagrams in momentum space.
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Turning to p-adic Mellin amplitudes (see Ref. [4] for a detailed introduction and section 2
for a quick overview, definitions and conventions), explicit computations of the amplitudes
for tree-diagrams with up to three internal lines [4] hint at the existence of recursion relations
obeyed by the p-adic Mellin amplitudes of arbitrary tree-level bulk diagrams. In section 3,
we present such a relation which is recursive in the number of internal lines in the diagram,
with a proof in appendix C. The prescription consists of assigning factors to each vertex and
internal line of a given bulk diagram and then writing down the Mellin amplitude by taking
a product over all these factors, but also subtracting off all possible diagrams obtained by
collapsing in the original diagram every possible subset of internal lines. The expressions for
the diagrams to be subtracted off are obtained by a recursive application of this procedure.
In the end the entire Mellin amplitude is expressible in closed-form in terms of the factors
associated with contact interaction vertices and internal lines. Explicit examples are also
provided, and in section 3.2 we present the Feynman rules for real Mellin amplitudes for
comparison.
As pointed out above, real and p-adic Mellin amplitudes admit a Mellin-Barnes represen-
tation in terms of multi-contour integrals. The reason such a representation exists is that by
applying the split representation to all the bulk-to-bulk propagators of the diagram, a Mellin
amplitude can be written as a multi-dimensional contour integral over what is referred to
as the pre-amplitude. In section 4 we formulate a set of rules for constructing any tree-level
pre-amplitude. Curiously, this prescription applies universally to both p-adic and real Mellin
amplitudes.
In the same section we also describe an interesting connection between pre-amplitudes and
Mellin amplitudes, which holds true for both p-adic and real Mellin amplitudes: We show that
pre-amplitudes may be obtained by taking products of diagrams which appear in the recursive
prescription for Mellin amplitudes,2 except with the dimensions in the diagrams assigned
specific complex values that depend on the complex variables of the contour integrals. This
prescription is proven in section B via an inductive argument, and explicit examples are
provided in section 4.2.
We emphasize that the claim of the previous paragraph essentially is that the integrand
in the Mellin-Barnes integral representation of the Mellin amplitude secretly takes the same
functional form as the integral, i.e. the full Mellin amplitude. Thus the pre-amplitude is
given simply by a product of a particular set of full Mellin amplitudes with the dimensions
2In section 3 we refer to these diagrams as “undressed diagrams”, and they are essentially the same as
Mellin amplitudes up to simple overall factors associated with each vertex. These diagrams can be obtained
via the prescriptions of sections 3 and 5 over p-adics and the Feynman rules [6, 7, 8] over reals.
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of certain operators set to special values. Although the series and Mellin-Barnes integral
representations of the real Mellin amplitudes obfuscate this property, it holds true even over
the reals as discussed in section 4.1.
In section 5 we move on to present a different type of recursion relation obeyed by p-
adic Mellin amplitudes, which makes the factorization property of p-adic Mellin amplitudes
manifest. This prescription allows for an arbitrary tree-level bulk diagram to be expressed
in terms of lower-point bulk diagrams with shifted Mandelstam-like invariants, constructed
out of the same interaction vertices as the original diagram. We prove in section 5 that this
prescription follows from the recursive prescription from section 3. We also argue that an
adaptation of this prescription applies to real Mellin amplitudes and in fact gives back the
Feynman rules prescription. In appendix D we illustrate with the help of explicit examples,
how this prescription originates from an application of Cauchy’s residue theorem to complex
deformed Mellin amplitudes obtained via complex shifting (auxiliary) momenta, a` la on-shell
BCFW recursion relations in flat space [14]. Thus this prescription is closer in form to on-
shell recursive relations in flat space since it provides a decomposition of Mellin amplitudes
into products of lower-point sub-amplitudes with all external legs “on-shell”, joined together
by “propagator” factors, reminiscent of BCFW recursion. We stress, however, that the
recursive relation applies at the level of individual diagrams, and not at the level of full
amplitudes. We close with final comments and future directions in section 6.
2 Mellin Amplitudes and Pre-Amplitudes
In this section we recall some basic facts and results for p-adic holography and Mellin ampli-
tudes and provide relevant definitions and normalizations which will be used throughout.3
More details can be found in Ref. [4] (see also Refs. [2, 30]). Many results in p-adic AdS/CFT
closely resemble their real counterparts, not just in physical interpretation but also in their
mathematical formulation. To facilitate comparison and emphasize the striking similarities,
we will often present a p-adic result or definition along with its real counterpart from con-
ventional continuum AdS/CFT. In such cases, we will label the equations with a “Qpn” or an
“Rn” depending on whether they hold in p-adic AdS/CFT or real Euclidean AdSn+1/CFTn.
In the p-adic setup, the bulk geometry is given by the Bruhat–Tits tree Tpn , which is an
infinite (pn + 1)-regular graph without cycles, and the bulk scalar degrees of freedom live
on the vertices of the tree. The boundary of the tree, ∂Tpn , is the projective line over the
3For recent developments in p-adic holography, see Refs. [2, 3, 4, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40,
41, 42].
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degree n unramified extension of the p-adic numbers, denoted P1(Qpn). Qpn may also be
thought of as an n-dimensional vector-space over the base field Qp, thus we will refer to n
as the dimension of the boundary field theory. The vertices of the tree can be labelled by
bulk coordinates (z0, z) where z0, the bulk depth coordinate, is an integral power of p and
z ∈ Qpn represents the boundary direction. The vertices are not labelled uniquely by this
coordinate representation: two coordinate pairs (z0, z) and (z
′
0, z
′) label the same vertex iff
z0 = z
′
0 and z
′ − z ∈ z0Zpn , where Zpn = {x ∈ Qpn
∣∣ |x|p ≤ 1}. | · |p denotes the ultrametric
p-adic norm, | · |p : Qpn → R≥0. On the real side, the bulk geometry is (n + 1)-dimensional
Euclidean anti-de Sitter space. In the two formalisms, the free bulk actions are given by
Qpn
)
Skin =
∑
⟨(z0,z)(w0,w)⟩
1
2
(ϕi(z0,z) − ϕi(w0,w))2 +
∑
(z0,z)∈Tpn
1
2
m2∆iϕ
2
i(z0,z)
,
Rn
)
Skin =
∫
AdSn+1
dZ
[
1
2
(∇ϕi(Z))2 + 1
2
m2∆iϕ
2
i (Z)
]
,
(2.1)
where we have expressed the real action in embedding space coordinates such that the bulk
coordinate Z lives in an (n + 2)-dimensional Minkowski space satisfying Z2 ≡ Z · Z = −1.
The bulk scalar fields ϕi have masses m
2
∆i
and scaling dimensions ∆i, related to each other
via
Qpn
)
m2∆ =
−1
ζp(−∆)ζp(∆− n) , R
n
)
m2∆ = ∆(∆− n) , (2.2)
where ζv : C → C, which will be called the local zeta function, is a meromorphic function
defined for v = p and v =∞ by
ζp(z) =
1
1− p−z , ζ∞(z) = π
− z
2Γ
(z
2
)
. (2.3)
The bulk-to-boundary propagators for a bulk scalar of dimension ∆ are given by
Qpn
)
K∆(z0, z;x) = ζp(2∆)
|z0|∆p
|z0, z − x|2∆s
,
Rn
)
K∆(Z, P ) =
ζ∞(2∆)
(−2P · Z)∆ ,
(2.4)
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where |·, ·|s denotes the supremum norm,
|x, y|s ≡ sup{|x|p, |y|p} , (2.5)
and the real bulk-to-boundary propagator is expressed in the embedding space formalism,
with the boundary coordinate satisfying P 2 = 0.
The p-adic and real bulk-to-bulk propagators, each of which admits a split representation
in terms of integrals over bulk-to-boundary propagators, are given by
Qpn
)
G∆(z0, z;w0, w) = ζp(2∆)p
−∆d[z0,z;w0,w]
=
∫ iπ
log p
− iπ
log p
dc
2πi
f∆(c)
∫
∂Tpn
dxKh−c(z0, z;x)Kh+c(w0, w;x) ,
Rn
)
G∆(Z,W ) =
ζ∞(2∆)
(Z −W )2∆ 2F1
(
∆,∆− h+ 1
2
; 2∆− 2h+ 1;− 4
(Z −W )2
)
=
1
2
∫ i∞
−i∞
dc
2πi
f∆(c)
∫
∂AdS
dP Kh−c(Z, P )Kh+c(W,P ) ,
(2.6)
where we have defined
h ≡ n
2
, (2.7)
with
Qpn
)
f∆(c) ≡ ν∆
m2∆ −m2h−c
ζp(2∆− 2h)
ζp(2c)ζp(−2c) log p ,
Rn
)
f∆(c) ≡ ν∆
m2∆ −m2h−c
ζ∞(2∆− 2h)
ζ∞(2c)ζ∞(−2c) ,
(2.8)
and
Qpn
)
2ν∆ ≡ p∆+ − p∆− = p
∆
ζp(2∆− n) , R
n
)
2ν∆ ≡ ∆+ −∆− = 2∆− n ,
(2.9)
and d[z0, z;w0, w] denotes the graph distance between two nodes (z0, z) and (w0, w) on the
Bruhat–Tits tree, while (Z −W )2 is related to the chordal distance in real continuum AdS.
We note that consistent with Ref. [4], we are using non-standard normalizations for the
bulk-to-boundary and bulk-to-bulk propagators, so that the p-adic and real bulk-to-bulk
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propagators satisfy the equations4
Qpn
) (
□z0,z +m2∆
)
G∆(z0, z;w0, w) = 2ν∆ ζp(2∆− 2h)δ(z0, z;w0, w) ,
Rn
) (−∇2Z +m2∆)G∆(Z,W ) = 2ν∆ ζ∞(2∆− 2h)δ(Z −W ) .
(2.10)
We will consider bulk contact-interactions of the type
Qpn
) ∑
(z0,z)∈Tpn
N∏
i=1
ϕi(z0,z) , Rn
) ∫
AdSn+1
dX
N∏
i=1
ϕi(X) , (2.11)
and study boundary correlators ⟨O∆1(x1) . . .O∆N (xN )⟩, which are functions of boundary
insertion points xi, and are built holographically from N -point position space amplitudes
A({xi}). These amplitudes are given by products of bulk-to-boundary and bulk-to-bulk
propagators with bulk vertices integrated over the entire bulk, and they depend on the
boundary insertion points only via the N (N −3)/2 independent conformally invariant cross-
ratios constructed out of the boundary points.5
Mellin amplitudes are defined via multi-dimensional inverse-Mellin transforms of the
position space amplitudes,
Qpn
) A({xi}) = ∫ [dγ]M({γij}) ∏
1≤i<j≤N
ζp(2γij)
|xi − xj|2γijp
,
Rn
) A({xi}) = ∫ [dγ]M({γij}) ∏
1≤i<j≤N
ζ∞(2γij)
|xi − xj|2γij .
(2.12)
The definition of Mellin amplitudes over the reals differs from the ones usually found in the
literature only in the choice of normalization ofM. As will become clear shortly, this choice
makes the parallels between real and p-adic results the crispest. The complex γij variables
above are the Mellin variables, which satisfy
γij = γji ,
N∑
j=1
γij = 0 and γii = −∆i (no sum over i) i = 1, . . . ,N , (2.13)
4The relative sign mismatch in (2.10) is merely cosmetic, and an artifact of the sign convention used in
defining the Laplacian operator □ on the Bruhat–Tits tree [2].
5To obtain this counting, we assume n+ 1 ≥ N .
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leading also to N (N − 3)/2 independent components. The integration measure in (2.12) is
over the independent Mellin variables,
Qpn
)
[dγ] ≡
(
2 log p
2πi
)N (N−3)
2
[ ∏
1≤i<j≤N
dγij
][ N∏
i=1
δ
( N∑
j=1
γij
)]
,
Rn
)
[dγ] ≡
(
1
2πi
)N (N−3)
2
[ ∏
1≤i<j≤N
dγij
][ N∏
i=1
δ
( N∑
j=1
γij
)]
,
(2.14)
and the precise contour prescription is similar in both cases, with the main distinction being
that the Mellin variables in p-adic Mellin space live on a “complex cylinder”, R× S1 where
the imaginary direction is periodically identified: γij ∼ γij + iπlog p [4]. This distinction arises
for the following reason. Mellin variables may be identified as the conjugate of the dilatation
parameter. However the dilatation group for p-adic coordinates is discrete, owing to the
discreteness of the p-adic norm, and the Pontryagin dual of a discrete group is compact.6
The constraints in (2.13) can be solved in auxiliary momentum space, provided the
fictitious momenta ki satisfy the following constraints,
ki · kj = γij ,
N∑
i=1
ki = 0 , i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,N} , (2.15)
and the on-shell condition,
k2i = ki · ki = −∆i , i ∈ {1, . . . ,N} . (2.16)
Mandelstam-like variables can be defined via
si1...iK ≡ −
(∑
i∈S
ki
)2
=
∑
i∈S
∆i − 2
∑
i,j∈S,
i<j
γij , (2.17)
where S = {i1, . . . , iK} ⊂ {1, . . . ,N} is a subset of the set of all external legs. For large
N CFTs, Mellin amplitudes are meromorphic functions of such Mandelstam-like variables,
built out of the local zeta function ζp or ζ∞, with the poles corresponding to the exchange
of single-trace operators (and their descendants in Rn).
6We thank Brian Trundy for this observation.
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Example (i). The simplest Mellin amplitudes are the contact amplitudes, represented dia-
grammatically thus:
Mcontact =
2
31
4N
...
. (2.18)
In our normalization, the Mellin amplitudes for the contact diagram are given by
Qpn
) Mcontact = ζp( N∑
i=1
∆i − n
)
,
Rn
) Mcontact = 1
2
ζ∞
( N∑
i=1
∆i − n
)
.
(2.19)
For diagrams with internal lines corresponding to exchange of single-trace operators, it is
convenient to express Mellin amplitudes as contour integrals over the so-called pre-amplitudes
(denoted with a tilde):
Qpn
) M = [∏
I
∫ iπ
log p
− iπ
log p
dcI
2πi
f∆I (cI)
]
M˜ ,
Rn
) M = [∏
I
∫ i∞
−i∞
dcI
2πi
f∆I (cI)
]
M˜ ,
(2.20)
where f∆(c) is defined in (2.8). The index I runs over all internal lines in the diagram.
Like Mellin amplitudes, pre-amplitudes depend on Mellin variables solely via Mandelstam-
like variables, but unlike Mellin amplitudes, pre-amplitudes depend only on external scaling
dimensions, not internal ones.
Example (ii). The amplitude with exactly one internal line, that is the exchange amplitude,
is depicted thus:
Mexchange =
s
∆
...
... iRiL . (2.21)
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The associated Mandelstam invariant s is given by
s =
∑
∆iL − 2
∑
γiLjL =
∑
∆iR − 2
∑
γiRjR , (2.22)
where the limits of the various sums have been left implicit, but it should be clear from the
context what indices are being summed over. For example,
∑
∆iL =
∑
iL
∆iL is a sum over
all possible values that iL takes, and
∑
γiLjL =
∑
iL<jL
γiLjL where iL, jL are summed over
all possible indices that label the external legs to the left of the internal line. The p-adic and
real pre-amplitudes for the exchange diagram are then given by
Qpn
) M˜exchange = ζp(∑∆iL + c− h)ζp(∑∆iR − c− h)
× βp
(
h+ c− s,
∑
∆iL − h− c
)
βp
(
h− c− s,
∑
∆iR − h+ c
)
,
Rn
) M˜exchange = 1
4
ζ∞(
∑
∆iL + c− h)ζ∞(
∑
∆iR − c− h)
× β∞
(
h+ c− s,
∑
∆iL − h− c
)
β∞
(
h− c− s,
∑
∆iR − h+ c
)
,
(2.23)
where we have defined
Qpn
)
βp(s, t) ≡ ζp(s)ζp(t)
ζp(s+ t)
= ζp(s)− ζp(−t) , Rn
)
β∞(s, t) ≡ ζ∞(s)ζ∞(t)
ζ∞(s+ t)
.
(2.24)
The functional similarities between the real and p-adic results reviewed in this section
hint at a framework in which perhaps both real and p-adic computations can be performed in
a unified manner. Indeed as stated in the introduction, we will present in this paper prescrip-
tions for constructing arbitrary-point tree-level Mellin amplitudes for scalars which apply to
both the real and p-adic AdS/CFT frameworks simultaneously, demonstrating the close ties
between the formalisms and providing further evidence for a larger universal framework in
which the real and p-adic formulations are treated on the same footing.
3 Construction of Mellin Amplitudes
3.1 Recursive prescription for p-adic Mellin amplitudes
In Ref. [4], we computed the p-adic Mellin amplitudes for a general scalar contact diagram, as
well as for arbitrary-point tree-level bulk diagrams containing one, two or three internal lines.
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A careful comparison of these amplitudes hints at a recursive structure. In this section, we
provide a precise formulation of this structure and a prescription for recovering all previously
computed Mellin amplitudes from Ref. [4]. In appendices B and C, we prove that this
recursive prescription extends to arbitrary tree-level bulk diagrams, and thus can be used to
directly write down closed-form expressions for Mellin amplitudes corresponding to tree-level
bulk diagrams with an arbitrary number of internal lines admitting scalar exchanges, helping
bypass tedious bulk computations.
It is well known that in position space, any tree-level bulk diagram, also referred to as
a Witten diagram, is built out of three ingredients: external legs corresponding to bulk-
to-boundary propagators, internal lines corresponding to bulk-to-bulk propagators, and in-
teraction vertices corresponding to coupling constants. The same continues to hold true in
p-adic AdS/CFT [2]. The full (p-adic) position space amplitude is obtained by performing
bulk integration over all bulk vertices of an integrand given by the product over all factors
associated with the individual ingredients going into the diagram.
In contrast, in Mellin space the closed-form expressions for Mellin amplitudes from Ref. [4]
suggest that p-adic Mellin amplitudes can be written in terms of two basic building blocks,
which which we represent graphically as:
• Contact vertex:
∆2
∆3
∆4
∆1
∆f
...
∆2
∆3
∆4
∆1
∆N
...
1
≡ ζp
(
f∑
i=1
∆i − n
)
. (3.1)
• Internal line:
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
≡ ζp(sA −∆A) . (3.2)
We present two examples.
Example (iii). Using the graphical representations above, we can rewrite the closed-form
p-adic Mellin amplitude for the arbitrary-point exchange diagram as
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
1
=
(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)
, (3.3)
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where we have defined
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
≡ (−1)1
{(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)
−
(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)}
. (3.4)
It is straightforward to verify that this is simply a diagrammatic rewriting of equation (4.42)
of Ref. [4] provided we identify the Mandelstam invariant sA with the expression in (2.22).
Example (iv). Similar to the previous example, the p-adic Mellin amplitude for a bulk
diagram with two internal lines (but arbitrary external insertions) is given by
A B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
1
=
(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)
...iL
... iR
...
iU
A B
...
iU
1
(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
B
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)
C
A B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
A B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
A
...iL
... iR
...
iU
1
 ,
(3.5)
where we have defined
C
A B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
A B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
A
...iL
... iR
...
iU
1
≡
(−1)2

(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)
−

A B C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
ir
B
...iL
...
iU
A
... iR
...
iU
A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
1
 (−1)1

C
A B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
A B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
A
...iL
... iR
...
iU
1

−

A B C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
ir
B
...iL
...
iU
A
... iR
...
iU
A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
1
 (−1)1

C
A B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
A B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
A
...iL
... iR
...
iU
1
−
 ...iL ... iR
...
iU
A B
...
iU
1

 .
(3.6)
This reproduces the amplitude given in equation (4.56) of Ref. [4] if we set the Mandelstam-
like variables sA, sB to
sA =
∑
∆iL − 2
∑
γiLjL , sB =
∑
∆iR − 2
∑
γiRjR , (3.7)
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and use (3.4) to further reduce (3.6) to an expression given entirely in terms of vertex and
internal line factors (3.1)-(3.2).
The two examples above are suggestive of the recursive procedure for reconstructing p-
adic Mellin amplitudes which we will now describe. In this prescription, no integration is
necessary and the basic building blocks are the bulk contact-interaction vertices and internal
lines, (3.1) and (3.2) respectively. This recursive procedure will be proven in the appendices.
Prescription I (p-adic Mellin amplitudes). The Mellin amplitude for a particular bulk dia-
gram is given by the product over a vertex factor (3.1) for each contact vertex in the diagram,
times what we will refer to as an “undressed Mellin amplitude” (which we have depicted in
red in (3.3) and (3.5)). The undressed amplitudes are constructed recursively as follows:
• The undressed amplitude for a bulk diagram with no internal lines is equal to one.
• The undressed amplitude for a bulk diagram with one or more internal lines is given by
an overall factor of minus one raised to the number of internal lines times the following
combination: the product over all internal line factors (3.2) associated with the bulk
diagram, minus all possible undressed diagrams associated with bulk diagrams obtained
by collapsing all possible subsets of internal lines in the original bulk diagram, with
each such subtracted term weighted by minus one raised to the number of remaining
internal lines and also weighted by the vertex factor(s) (3.1) associated with any new
contact vertex (or vertices) generated upon affecting such a collapse.
Schematically, this prescription takes the form:
(undressed diagram) = (−1)# internal lines
{∏(
internal line factors
)
−
∑[
(−1)#remaining internal lines(new vertex factor(s))
× (reduced undressed diagram)]}.
(3.8)
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We make two remarks about the prescription described above:
⋆ Each vertex factor is given by the p-adic local zeta function (3.1) whose argument is
given by the sum over the scaling dimensions of all (internal and external) operators
incident on the vertex, minus the dimension of the boundary field theory n.
⋆ In each factor (3.2) associated with an internal line, the Mandelstam variable carried by
the line is given by a combination of Mellin variables γij and external scaling dimensions
∆i as defined in (2.17), with the subset S in (2.17) taken to be all the external indices
on one side of the internal line in question.
As is clear from the recursive prescription for the undressed amplitudes, the recursion is on
the number of internal lines (exchanges), with each undressed amplitude expressible in terms
of undressed amplitudes containing fewer internal lines (exchange channels).
It will be often convenient to represent this recursive procedure diagrammatically. To
distinguish between the full Mellin amplitudes and undressed Mellin amplitudes, we will use
the following convention:
⋆ Mellin amplitudes will be represented like standard Witten diagrams, drawn in black
with the Poincare´ disk shown explicitly.
⋆ Undressed amplitudes will be represented in red with no Poincare´ disk shown, and we
will refer to these as “undressed diagrams”.
For illustrative purposes, we apply this procedure to two non-trivial diagrams, namely
the two topologically distinct types of diagrams involving three internal lines.
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Example (v). For the diagram with three internal lines arranged in a series, the recursive
procedure leads to the following Mellin amplitude.
A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
1
=
(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)
A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A B
...
il
B C
...
ir
B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
1


A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A B
...
il
B C
...
ir
B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
1
(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
C
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)
A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A B
...
il
B C
...
ir
B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
1
 ,
(3.9)
where the undressed diagram is given by
A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A B
...
il
B C
...
ir
B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
1
=
(−1)3

(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)(
C
A B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
A B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
B
...iL
... iR
...
iU
A
...iL
... iR
...
iU
1
)
−

A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
B
...iL
...
il
B
... iR
...
ir
1
 (−1)2

A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A B
...
il
B C
...
ir
B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
1

−

A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A
... iR
...
il
...
ir
C
...iL
...
il
...
ir
A C
...
il
...
ir
1
 (−1)2

A B
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
B
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
1
−

A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
B
...iL
...
il
B
... iR
...
ir
1
 (−1)2

A B
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
B
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
1

−

A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A
... iR
...
il
...
ir
C
...iL
...
il
...
ir
A C
...
il
...
ir
1
 (−1)1
 A
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
1
−

A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A
... iR
...
il
...
ir
C
...iL
...
il
...
ir
A C
...
il
...
ir
1
 (−1)1

A B
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
B
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
1

−

A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
B
...iL
...
il
B
... iR
...
ir
1

A B C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
B
...iL
...
il
B
... iR
...
ir
1
 (−1)1

A B
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
A C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
C
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
B
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
1
−

A
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
...iL
... iR
...
il
...
ir
1

 .
(3.10)
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It should be clear in the diagrammatic representation above which internal lines were col-
lapsed in each of the terms subtracted off from the first term, the product over all internal
line factors. Further, according to the prescription, the Mandelstam-like variables which
feature in this example are given by
sA =
∑
∆iL − 2
∑
γiLjL ,
sB =
∑
∆iL +
∑
∆il − 2
∑
γiLjL − 2
∑
γiljl − 2
∑
γiLjl ,
sC =
∑
∆iR − 2
∑
γiRjR .
(3.11)
Note that there is no restriction on the indices in the sum,
∑
γiLjl =
∑
iL,jl
γiLjl , while in
other sums there is one, e.g.
∑
γiLjL =
∑
iL<jL
γiLjL . The undressed diagrams in (3.10) can
be reduced further using previous results (3.4) and (3.6), at which point the final closed-form
Mellin amplitude obtained via the recursive procedure of this section directly matches the
result of the first principles computation given in equation (4.66) of Ref. [4].
As a second example, we now consider the other type of bulk configuration with three
internal lines.
Example (vi). According to the recursive prescription, the Mellin amplitude for the star
diagram, which is a bulk diagram where three internal lines meet at a central bulk vertex,
takes the form
A B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
1
=
(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)
A B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
A B
C
...
iU
C
...
iD
1


A B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
A B
C
...
iU
C
...
iD
1

(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
B
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)

A B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
A B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
A B
C
...
iU
C
...
iD
1

,
(3.12)
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where the undressed diagram is given by
A B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
A B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
A B
C
...
iU
C
...
iD
1
=
(−1)3

(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)(
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
... iR
A
...iL
A
... iR
...iL
... iR
A
B
1
)
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
A...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
B...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
C
1
−

A B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
B
C
...iL
...
iU
A
C
... iR
...
iU
A B
...
iU
...
iD
1
 (−1)2

A
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
A B...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
1

−

A B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
B
C
...iL
...
iU
A
C
... iR
...
iU
A B
...
iU
...
iD
1
 (−1)2

A
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
A B...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
1

−

A B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
B
C
...iL
...
iU
A
C
... iR
...
iU
A B
...
iU
...
iD
1
 (−1)2

A
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
A B...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
1

−

A B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
A ... iR
...
iU
...
iD
B...iL
...
iU
...
iD
1
 (−1)1

C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
A...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
B...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
1
−

A B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
A ... iR
...
iU
...
iD
B...iL
...
iU
...
iD
1
 (−1)1

C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
A...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
B...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
1

−

A B
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
A ... iR
...
iU
...
iD
B...iL
...
iU
...
iD
1
 (−1)1

C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
A...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
B...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
1

−

C
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
A...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
B...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
1

 ,
(3.13)
with the Mandelstam-like variables given by
sA =
∑
∆iL − 2
∑
γiLjL ,
sB =
∑
∆iR − 2
∑
γiRjR ,
sC =
∑
∆iD − 2
∑
γiDjD .
(3.14)
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Just like in the previous example, the undressed diagram in (3.13) may recursively be reduced
further using expressions (3.4) and (3.6), to give an amplitude expressed solely in terms of
the internal line and contact vertex factors. It is again easily verified that this result matches
the previously computed amplitude given in equation (4.78) of Ref. [4].
3.2 Feynman rules for real Mellin amplitudes
It is interesting to compare the recursive procedure describe above with the so-called Feyn-
man rules for real Mellin amplitudes.
Prescription II (Feynman rules for real Mellin amplitudes [6, 7, 8]). Given a tree-level bulk
diagram, (adapted to the conventions and normalization described in section 2) the Feynman
rules are:
• Label the internal lines with an index j running from 1 to v − 1 and associate to each
internal line an integer nj and a factor of
Lj(sj,∆j, nj) =
1
nj!
(1 + ∆j − h)nj
(∆j − sj)/2 + nj , (3.15)
where sj is the Mandelstam invariant associated to internal leg j, and (a)nj ≡ Γ(a+nj)Γ(a)
is the Pochhammer symbol.
• Label the vertices with an index j running from one to v. For a vertex j connected to
L legs with scaling dimensions ∆1 to ∆L, label the internal legs by indices 1 to l and
the external legs by indices l + 1 to L, let n1 to nl be the integers associated with the
internal legs, and associate to the vertex j a factor of
Vj({∆i},{ni}) = 1
2
ζ∞
( L∑
i=1
∆i − n
)
× F (l)A
(
1
2
L∑
i=1
∆i − h; {−n1, . . . ,−nl}; {1 + ∆1 − h, . . . , 1 + ∆l − h}; 1, . . . , 1
)
,
(3.16)
where F
(l)
A is the Lauricella hypergeometric series [43, 44, 45, 7], defined as
F
(l)
A (g; {a1, . . . , al}; {b1, . . . , bl};x1, . . . , xl) =
[
l∏
i=1
∞∑
ni=0
]
(g)∑l
i=1 ni
l∏
i=1
(ai)ni
(bi)ni
xnii
ni!
.
(3.17)
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• The Mellin amplitude is given by taking the product of all line and vertex factors and
then summing over the integers associated with the internal legs:
M({γij}, {∆i}) =
[
v−1∏
i=1
∞∑
ni=0
][
v−1∏
j=1
Lj(sj,∆j, nj)
][
v∏
j=1
Vj({∆i}, {ni})
]
. (3.18)
These rules are arguably more compact and straightforward than the prescription for
obtaining the p-adic Mellin amplitudes, but this apparent simplicity is deceptive and merely
due to the fact that the real Mellin amplitude is left in the form of unevaluated infinite sums,
while the prescription in the p-adic case fully reduces the Mellin amplitudes to finite sums of
elementary functions. For this reason, prescriptions I and II do not highlight the similarity
in the structure of real and p-adic Mellin amplitudes. For a unified perspective on real and
p-adic amplitudes, it is useful to turn instead to pre-amplitudes which will be the subject
of the next section. However, we do note at this point that as in the p-adic case, we can
decompose both real and p-adic Mellin amplitudes into a product of contact vertices and an
“undressed diagram”:
M({γij}, {∆i}) = (all contact vertices )× (undressed diagram) , (3.19)
where in the real case the vertex factors are defined as
• Contact vertex:
∆2
∆3
∆4
∆1
∆f
...
∆2
∆3
∆4
∆1
∆N
...
1
≡ 1
2
ζ∞
(
f∑
i=1
∆i − n
)
. (3.20)
With this definition in place, equations (3.3), (3.5), (3.9), and (3.12) continue to apply for
real Mellin amplitudes, with the explicit expressions for the undressed diagrams over the
p-adics (given by prescription I) getting replaced by infinite sums over products of Lauricella
functions over the reals (given by prescription II). Equation (3.19) serves as the definition of
undressed diagrams over reals. We will show in the next section that the undressed diagrams
over the reals and the p-adics are in fact closely related to each other via a concrete relation.
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4 Construction of Pre-Amplitudes
Mellin amplitudesM, real and p-adic, admit a representation called the Mellin-Barnes repre-
sentation in terms of a contour integral over a pre-amplitude M˜, defined in (2.20). Compared
to Mellin amplitudes, pre-amplitudes are markedly simpler: they do not depend on internal
scaling dimensions, and for any given bulk diagram the corresponding pre-amplitude is sim-
ply a product over factors associated with each vertex of the bulk diagram. Furthermore,
pre-amplitudes of real and p-adic AdS/CFT take identical forms, and for this reason we can
simultaneously present the prescription for either type of pre-amplitude. In the real case,
the prescription essentially follows from Ref. [8] after adjusting overall coefficients to account
for our normalization conventions described in section 2. For the p-adic case, we present an
inductive proof of the prescription in appendix B.
Prescription III (Pre-amplitudes). For a diagram with v vertices labelled by indices j ∈
{1, . . . , v}, the pre-amplitude is constructed as follows:
• Associate to each internal leg an orientation and a complex variable ci.
• For a vertex j connected to L legs with scaling dimensions ∆1 to ∆L, let indices 1 to
l label internal legs and let indices l + 1 to L label external leg. Futhermore, define
scaling dimensions ∆˜i as follows: if i ∈ {1, . . . , l} so that i labels an internal leg,
define a complex scaling dimension ∆˜i = h ± ci, where the plus sign is chosen if the
orientation of the internal leg is incoming and the minus sign is chosen if the internal
leg is outgoing with respect to the vertex; if i ∈ {l+1, . . . , L} so that i labels an external
leg, define ∆˜i = ∆i. Also associate to each vertex a factor of:
Qpn
)
V˜j({si}, {∆˜i}) =
ζp
( L∑
i=1
∆˜i − n
)[ l∏
i=1
2 ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
Q2p
dxi
|xi|p |xi|
∆˜i−si
2
p |1, xi|
∆˜i+si−n
2
s
]
|1, x1, . . . , xl|
n−∑Li=1 ∆˜i
2
s ,
Rn
)
V˜j({si}, {∆˜i}) =
1
2
ζ∞
( L∑
i=1
∆˜i − n
) [ l∏
i=1
∫ ∞
0
dxi
|xi| |xi|
∆˜i−si
2 |1 + xi|
∆˜i+si−n
2
] ∣∣1 + l∑
i=1
xi
∣∣n−∑Li=1 ∆˜i2 .
(4.1)
Here {si} is the set of Mandelstam-like variables associated with the internal lines and
Q2p denotes the set of p-adic squares, see (A.8).
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• The Mellin pre-amplitude is given by the product of these vertex factors:
M˜({γij}, {∆ext,i}, {ci}) =
v∏
j=1
V˜j({si}, {∆˜i}) . (4.2)
We point out that the integral representation of the pre-amplitude vertex factor in (4.1)
over the p-adics and the reals is related to undressed diagrams as defined in (3.19). Thus these
integrals admit a recursive construction via prescription I for the p-adics and prescription II
for the reals. This point is explained in more detail next.
4.1 Obtaining pre-amplitudes from Mellin amplitudes
The reader might have noticed that the contact vertices defined in (3.1) and (3.20) appear
in the prescription above for pre-amplitude vertex factors, and as we commented above the
remaining factors in (4.1) can be identified with undressed diagrams. Essentially the claim is
that pre-amplitudes decompose into products of Mellin amplitudes with a special assignment
of internal dimensions, so that the Mellin-Barnes integral representation expresses any Mellin
amplitude as a contour integral over simpler Mellin amplitudes.
More precisely, the pre-amplitude vertex factor V˜j({si}, {∆˜i}) from (4.1) associated with
a given vertex in a bulk diagram, with internal lines assigned orientations according to
prescription III as displayed in black in (4.3), is expressible as a product of a contact vertex
and an undressed diagram associated to a full Mellin amplitude, as shown:
∆l+1
∆L
...
...
s1,∆1
sl,∆l
 :
V˜j({si}, {∆˜i}) =

∆l+1
∆L
...
...
h+ c1
h+ cl

 ∆l+1
∆L
...
...
s1,
h+ c1
h+ cl,
sl
h− c1
h− cl

,
(4.3)
where the contact vertex factor (shown in blue in (4.3)) is given by (3.1) over p-adics and
(3.20) over reals, and the undressed diagram (shown in red in (4.3)) can be explicitly con-
structed over the p-adics using the recursive prescription I, while over the reals it is con-
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structed using the Feynman rule prescription II.
We point out that the undressed diagram in (4.3) has l internal lines, with Mandelstam
invariants si and propagating complex dimensions h + ci. Furthermore, the l vertices at
which operators of dimensions h − ci are incident should formally be thought of as contact
interaction vertices, each of which has precisely one leg incident on another bulk vertex,
while all other legs connect to external operator insertions.
We now prove this non-trivial claim, beginning with the real case. From the Feynman
rules and definitions in section 3.2, it follows that
Rn
)
∆l+1
∆L
...
...
s1,
h+ c1
h+ cl,
sl
h− c1
h− cl
=
[
l∏
i=1
∞∑
ni=0
][
l∏
j=1
1
nj!
(1 + ∆˜j − h)nj
(∆˜j − sj)/2 + nj
F
(1)
A
(
∆˜j + h− cj
2
− h; {−nj}; {1 + cj}; 1
)]
× F (l)A
(
1
2
L∑
i=1
∆˜i − h; {−n1, . . . ,−nl}; {1 + c1, . . . , 1 + cl}; 1, . . . , 1
)
.
(4.4)
Since ∆˜j = h + cj for j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, the Lauricella functions F (1)A in the above expression
are all equal to unity. Using the definition (3.17) for the Lauricella function as a multiple
sum, changing the order of summation between this multiple sum and the sums over ni, and
applying the identity
∞∑
n=0
(−n)m(1 + c)n
n!(A+ n)
=
Γ(A+m)Γ(−c)
Γ(A− c) = (A)m β∞(2A,−2c) , (4.5)
where β∞(·, ·) is related to the usual Euler Beta function and was defined in (2.24), one can
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carry out the sums over the integers ni to find,
Rn
)
∆l+1
∆L
...
...
s1,
h+ c1
h+ cl,
sl
h− c1
h− cl
= F
(l)
A
(∑L
i=1 ∆˜i − n
2
;
{
∆˜1 − s1
2
, . . . ,
∆˜l − sl
2
}
; {1 + c1, . . . , 1 + cl}; 1, . . . , 1
)
l∏
i=1
β∞
(
∆˜i − si,−2ci
)
=
[
l∏
i=1
∫ ∞
0
dxi
|xi| |xi|
∆˜i−si
2 |1 + xi|
∆˜i+si−n
2
] ∣∣1 + l∑
i=1
xi
∣∣n−∑Li=1 ∆˜i2 ,
(4.6)
where the last equality arises from a formal substitution justified via an appropriate analytic
continuation; we refer the reader to equation (3.30) of Ref. [8]. This proves (4.3) over Rn.
We now turn to the p-adic case, where we need to prove the identity
Qpn
)
∆l+1
∆L
...
...
s1,
h+ c1
h+ cl,
sl
h− c1
h− cl
!
=
[ l∏
i=1
2 ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
Q2p
dxi
|xi|p |xi|
ci+h−si
2
p |1, xi|
ci+si−h
2
s
]
|1, x1, . . . , xl|
2h−∆−∑li=1(ci+h)
2
s ≡ D ,
(4.7)
where ∆ ≡∑Li=l+1∆i and the left-hand side of the equation is obtained using prescription I
in section 3.1 and we have introduced the symbol D as a convenient shorthand for the right-
hand side. As a first step, we change to variables ti ∈ Qp satisfying xi = t2i . Rather than
picking a specific root for each xi, we can include both roots in the domain of ti at the cost
of a factor of 2/|2|p per variable. We get that
D =
l∏
i=1
[
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dti
|ti|p |ti|
h+ci−si
p |1, ti|ci+si−hs
]
|1, t1, . . . , tl|2h−∆−
∑l
i=1(ci+h)
s . (4.8)
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Starting from this expression one can verify (4.7) when l = 1:
D∣∣
l=1
= ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dt
|t|p |t|
h+c1−s1
p |1, t|s1−∆s = ζp(∆− c1 − h)− ζp(s1 − c1 − h)
=
h+ c1
s1
h− c1
...
∆2
∆L
,
(4.9)
where we refer the reader to (A.12) for the second equality, and in the final equality we used
the expression for the undressed diagram with a single internal leg, given in (3.4).
Having established the base case, we now proceed to prove (4.7) inductively by showing
that (4.8) satisfies the same recursion relation as the undressed diagram in (4.7). This can
be achieved by partitioning the domain of the multi-dimensional integral in (4.8) into the
following sub-domains:
1. the part of the domain where |t1|p, |t2|p, . . . , |tl|p ≤ 1,
2. the part of the domain where |t1|p = |t2|p = · · · = |tl|p > 1, and finally
3. for each proper subset {u1, u2, . . . , ug} ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , l}, with complementary set labeled
{ug+1, ug+1, . . . , ul}, the part of the domain where |tu1|p = |tu2|p = · · · = |tug |p >
{1, |tug+1|p, |tug+2 |p, . . . , |tul |p}.
For the first part of the domain, the integral in D evaluates to
D∣∣
sub-domain 1
=
l∏
i=1
[
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dti
|ti|p |ti|
−si+h+ci
p γp(ti)
]
=
l∏
i=1
ζp (−si + h+ ci) , (4.10)
where γp is the characteristic function of Zp, defined in (A.1) and we used identity (A.5)
to obtain the second equality. The contribution to D coming from the second sub-domain
evaluates to
D∣∣
sub-domain 2
= ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dt
|t|p |t|
2h−∆−∑li=1(−ci+h)
p γp
(
1
pt
)
= −ζp
(
2h−∆−
l∑
i=1
(−ci + h)
)
.
(4.11)
For the last type of sub-domain, the contribution to D arising from the subset {u1, ..., ug}
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evaluates to
D∣∣ {u1,...,ug} part
of sub-domain 3
=
l∏
i=g+1
[
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dtui
|tui |p
|tui |−sui+h+cuip |1, tui |sui−h+cuis
]
× ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dt
|t|p |t|
2h−∆−∑gi=1(h−cui )−∑li=g+1(h+cui )
p γp
(
(1, tug+1 , . . . , tul)s
pt
)
.
(4.12)
By changing variable from t to u ≡ t/(1, tug+1 , . . . , tuf )s, the u integral factors out and can
immediately be evaluated. One obtains
D∣∣ {u1,...,ug} part
of sub-domain 3
=− ζp
(
2h−∆−
g∑
i=1
(h− cui)−
l∑
i=g+1
(h+ cui)
)
×
l∏
i=g+1
[
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dtui
|tui |p
|tui |−sui+h+cuip |1, tui |sui−h+cuis
]
× |1, tug+1 , . . . , tul |
2h−∆−∑gi=1(h−cui )−∑li=g+1(h+cui )
s .
(4.13)
We notice that the above expression is equal to a local zeta function times an integral of
the same form as the original integral (4.8) except with l − g instead of l internal legs and
with ∆ −∑gi=1(h − cui) substituted for ∆. Via an inductive reasoning, we assume that
this remaining integral obeys (4.7), that is it is equal to the undressed diagram obtained by
collapsing legs indexed by u1 to ug in the undressed diagram on the right-hand side of (4.7),
and now proceed to show that this implies the full diagram obeys (4.7) too.
In section 3.1 we defined undressed diagrams as satisfying the recursion relation (3.8).
From the decomposition of D into sub-domains as described above, we have in fact recovered
the same recursive structure except we did not pick up explicit factors of (−1)#internal lines and
the local zeta functions in (4.10), (4.11), and (4.13) appear with minus the argument with
which they would have appeared in the vertex factors and internal leg factors as prescribed
by (3.8). That is, compared to (3.8), we find here
D =
∏
(internal line factors w/ opposite sign arguments)
−
∑
(new vertex factors w/ opposite sign arguments)× (reduced undressed diagram) .
(4.14)
However, the two decompositions (3.8) and (4.14) are in fact equivalent, by virtue of the
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p-adic local zeta function identity
ζp(x) + ζp(−x) = 1 , (4.15)
using which one can show that if one flips the sign of 1) the degree of extension n, 2) all
the scaling dimensions ∆i, and 3) all the Mandelstam invariants si inside the arguments of
the local zeta functions, then any undressed diagram transform into itself times a factor of
(−1)#internal legs. The equivalence of (3.8) and (4.14) follows directly from this, completing
the proof of (4.7).
4.2 Pre-amplitude examples
In light of the identities for undressed diagrams derived in the previous subsection, the
prescription for real and p-adic pre-amplitudes can be recast in a diagrammatic form that
applies to both cases at once. In the contour integrals which follow, it will be understood
that in the real case the contours run parallel to the imaginary axis, with limits from −i∞
to i∞, while in the p-adic case the contour wraps once around the complex cylinder, so that
the limits are from − iπ
log p
to iπ
log p
. With these conventions in place, let us consider some
explicit examples for illustrative purposes.
Example (vii). The exchange diagram Mellin amplitude and pre-amplitude take the fol-
lowing form:
s
∆
...
... iRiL =
(
∆
...iL
)(
∆
... iR
)(
∆
s...iL
... iR
)
=
∫
dc
2πi
f∆(c)
(
h+ c
...iL
)(
h+ c
s
h− c
...iL
)
×
(
h− c
... iR
)(
h− ch+ c
s ... iR
)
,
(4.16)
where we remind the reader that f∆(c) was defined in (2.8), the vertex factors are given
by (3.1) over p-adics and (3.20) over reals, and the undressed diagrams are obtained from
prescription I over p-adics and prescription II over reals. It can be easily checked that this
reproduces the pre-amplitudes in (2.23).
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Example (viii). The Mellin amplitude and pre-amplitude for the diagram with two internal
lines, (3.5), are:
...
iU
sA
∆A
sB
∆B
...
... iRiL
=
(
∆A
...iL
)
...
iU
∆A ∆B

(
∆B
... iR
)
×
 ...iL ... iR
...
iU
∆A ∆B
sA sB

=
∫
dcA
2πi
f∆A(cA)
∫
dcB
2πi
f∆B(cB)
(
h− cA
...iL
)(
h− cA
sA
h+ cA
...iL
)
×

...
iU
h+ cA h− cB


...
iU
h+ cA h− cB
sA sB
h− cA h+ cB

×
(
h+ cB
... iR
)(
h+ cBh− cB
sB ... iR
)
.
(4.17)
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Example (ix). The Mellin amplitude for the diagram with three internal lines arranged in
series, (3.9) decomposes into a pre-amplitude thus:
sB
∆B
...
il
...
ir
sA
∆A
sC
∆C
...
... iRiL
=
∫
dcA
2πi
f∆A(cA)
∫
dcB
2πi
f∆B(cB)
∫
dcC
2πi
f∆B(cC)
×
(
h− cA
...iL
)(
h− cA
sA
h+ cA
...iL
)
×

...
il
h+ cA h− cB


...
il
h+ cA h− cB
sA sB
h− cA h+ cB

×

...
ir
h+ cB h− cC


...
ir
h+ cB h− cC
sB sC
h− cA h+ cB

×
(
h+ cC
... iR
)(
h+ cCh− cC
sC ... iR
)
.
(4.18)
Example (x). As a final example, consider the Mellin amplitude for the diagram with three
internal lines meeting at a center vertex, (3.12). It exhibits the following decomposition into
a contour integral over its pre-amplitude:
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sC ∆C
...
iU
...
iD
sA
∆A
sB
∆B
...
... iRiL
=
∫
dcA
2πi
f∆A(cA)
∫
dcB
2πi
f∆B(cB)
∫
dcC
2πi
f∆C (cC)
×
(
h− cA
...iL
)(
h− cA
sA
h+ cA
...iL
)
×
(
h+ cB
... iR
)(
h+ cBh− cB
sB ... iR
)
×

h+ cC
...
iU
h+ cA h− cB

 sC h+ cC
h− cC
...
iU
sA
h+ cAh− cA
sB
h− cB h+ cB

×

h− cC
...
iD


sC h− cC
h+ cC
...
iD

.
(4.19)
4.3 Integrating the pre-amplitude to obtain the amplitude
In section 3 we showed how to write a Mellin amplitude as the product of vertex factors
times a single undressed amplitude. In sections 4.1-4.2 we showed how to obtain the pre-
amplitude by multiplying together one vertex factor and one undressed amplitude with
complex dimensions for each vertex in the bulk diagram. In this subsection we explain the
diagrammatic interpretation of performing contour integrals over the pre-amplitude to obtain
the full Mellin amplitude: for each integral that is carried out, two undressed diagrams merge
and become one, and after carrying out all the contour integrals, all undressed diagrams have
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merged into the single undressed amplitude.
As an example of how this, consider the Mellin amplitude M3–int for the diagram with
three internal legs arranged in series as given in equation (4.18). Carrying out the cA integral
gives the following:
M3–int ≡
∫
dcB
2πi
f∆B(cB)
∫
dcC
2πi
f∆C (cC)
×
(
∆A
...iL
) ...iL
...
il
∆A h− cB h+ cB


...
il
∆A h− cB

×

...
ir
h+ cB h− cCh− cB h+ cC


...
ir
h+ cB h− cC

(
h+ cCh− cC
... iR
)
×
(
h+ cC
... iR
)
.
(4.20)
Carrying out the cB integral next, one finds that
M3–int =
∫
dcC
2πi
f∆C (cC)
(
∆A
...iL
)
...
il
∆A ∆B

×
 ...iL
...
il
...
ir
∆A ∆B
sA sB
h− cC h+ cC


...
ir
∆B h− cC

×
(
h+ cCh− cC
... iR
)(
h+ cC
... iR
)
.
(4.21)
Finally, carrying out the cC integral yields
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M3–int =
(
∆A
...iL
)
...
il
∆A ∆B


...
ir
∆B ∆C

(
∆C
... iR
)
×
 ...iL
...
il
...
ir
∆A ∆B
sA sB
∆C
... iR
 .
(4.22)
We see that carrying out contour integrals of the form above effectively glues together two of
the undressed diagrams defined in section 3. This holds true generally: given a preamplitude,
M˜ ≡

F
...
i1
A h− c


.
i4 .
.
.
i3
.
.
D
C
E F
...
i2
...
i1
...
i5
...
i6
B A h− c
s
h+ c

×
(
h+ c
s
h− c
... i7
)(
h+ c
... i7
)
,
(4.23)
the following identity holds,∫
dc
2πi
f∆(c)M˜ =

F
...
i1
A ∆


.
i4 .
.
.
i3
.
.
D
C
E F
...
i2
...
i1
...
i5
...
i6
B A ∆
s ... i7

(
∆
... i7
)
.
(4.24)
At the real place, this fact follows from the Feynman rules for Mellin amplitudes and pre-
amplitudes that already exist in the literature (see Refs. [6, 7, 8]), and which in this paper we
have presented in a manner which highlights the common features that hold true over both
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the reals and the p-adics. At the p-adic place, this fact requires a proof which is provided in
appendix C.
5 On-Shell Recursion for Mellin Amplitudes
The recursive structure of p-adic Mellin amplitudes described in section 3.1 is of a somewhat
unusual kind: the amplitude of an N -point bulk diagram is expressed in terms of amplitudes
of N -point diagrams with fewer internal lines. Such a recursion relation invokes interaction
vertices of higher and higher degree, that is, interaction terms involving more and more
fields. A natural question to ask is whether it is possible to set up a recursive prescription
in a form more similar to the familiar on-shell recursions in flat-space, such as the BCFW
recursion relation [14], where no new interaction vertices are introduced and a higher-point
amplitude is expressed in terms of lower point amplitudes of the same theory. In this section
we show that this is indeed possible, though we emphasize that the recursion we formulate
in this section applies at the level of individual bulk diagrams.
We start in section 5.1 by describing the factorization property of undressed diagrams and
explaining how this property allows us to reformulate the recursion relation (3.8) in a manner
that will play as a precursor to the on-shell recursion of this section. Then, in section 5.2, we
present what we refer to as the “on-shell” recursion relation, following up with a proof that
establishes the equivalence between the recursive prescription I of section 3 and the on-shell
prescription of this section. At the end of this section we comment on its connection with the
Feynman rules for real Mellin amplitudes stated earlier as prescription II, and in appendix
D, with the help of two explicit examples, we demonstrate the similarities (and differences)
between this prescription and flat-space BCFW recursion.
5.1 Factorization property of undressed diagrams
Consider an arbitrary undressed diagram:
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It follows from the recursive prescription I of section 3.1 that the sum of all the terms of the
undressed amplitude proportional to the internal line factor ζp(sG − ∆G) is itself given by
an undressed diagram:
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More generally, the coefficient of an internal line factor in an undressed diagram is given
by the product of the left- and right-hand (undressed) diagrams obtained by cutting the
diagram across the chosen internal line, and assigning the off-shell internal leg dimension
to the newly generated external legs of the left- and right-hand undressed diagrams. For
example, in the diagram (5.1), adding together all the terms containing the internal line
factor ζp(sA −∆A) gives,
−ζp(sA −∆A)
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The procedure generalizes straightforwardly if one wants to pick out terms containing mul-
tiple propagator factors:
(
terms in undressed diagram D containing propagator factors ζp(s1 −∆1)...ζp(sf −∆f )
)
= (−1)f
[
f∏
I=1
ζp(sI −∆I)
]
×
(
product of undressed diagrams resulting from
removing internal legs 1 to f from D
)
.
(5.4)
For example, in diagram (5.1), the terms containing both factors ζp(sA−∆A) and ζp(sB−∆B)
sum to
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(−1)2ζp(sA −∆A)ζp(sB −∆B)
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(5.5)
These observations reflect the meromorphic nature of arbitrary Mellin amplitudes, which
have simple poles at values of Mandelstam-like invariants that put any internal leg “on-
shell”. For p-adic Mellin amplitudes it is clear from the above that such poles occur in
the internal leg factor (3.2) when the Mandelstam invariant of the associated leg equals the
conformal dimension of the bulk field propagating along the leg. These poles correspond to
the exchange of single-trace operators in the boundary theory. Thus p-adic Mellin amplitudes
have the right factorization properties of (AdS) scattering amplitudes.
Another property of undressed diagrams that follows immediately from the recursive
prescription I is that the momentum independent terms (i.e. terms independent of any Man-
delstam variable sI and thereby also independent of the Mellin variables γij) are in one-to-one
correspondence with the terms exhibiting momentum dependence. If for a given undressed
diagram one takes all the momentum-dependent terms, sets all internal leg factors ζp(s−∆)
to unity (which can be achieved by sending all Mandelstam variables s to infinity), and
multiplies with an overall factor of (−1)× ζp(Σ), where Σ is the sum of all external scaling
dimensions minus n = 2h,
Σ ≡
∑
∆external − 2h , (5.6)
then one exactly recovers the momentum independent part of the undressed diagram:
(
momentum independent terms
)
= −ζp(Σ) lim∀s→∞
(
momentum dependent terms
)
. (5.7)
By applying the inclusion-exclusion principle to these two properties we can derive yet an-
other recursive formula for undressed diagrams, as we now explain: As discussed above, given
any diagram, we can, for each internal leg I, sum over the terms proportional to ζp(sI−∆I),
the sum of which gives us −ζp(sI −∆I) times a smaller diagram or a product of two smaller
diagrams. Summing −ζp(sI −∆I) times these smaller diagrams over all I, we obtain a sum
containing all momentum-dependent terms. But in doing so, terms containing two factors
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of ζp(s−∆) (i.e. terms proportional to ζp(sI −∆I)ζp(sJ −∆J) for I ̸= J) have been double-
counted. This over-counting can be compensated for by subtracting off all terms with the
two factors of ζp(s−∆), which by the factorization property above, are also given in terms of
smaller diagrams. But now terms containing three factors of ζp(s−∆) haven’t been included
at all, so we add those terms back in. Carrying out this alternating sum until one reaches the
one term that that contains the product of ζp(sI−∆I) over all I, we get an expression for all
the momentum-dependent terms. (Note that the alternating sign of the inclusion-exclusion
principle is cancelled by the (−1)f prefactor in (5.4) so that each term comes with a minus
sign.) We then add in the momentum-independent terms to get an expression for the full
undressed diagram under consideration, by adding −ζp(Σ) times the momentum-dependent
terms, except with all Mandelstam variables set to infinity. Thus we arrive at the formula
(undressed diagram) = −
# of internal legs∑
ℓ=1
∑
all possible sets of ℓ internal legs {I1,...,Iℓ}
×
[
ℓ∏
i=1
ζp(sIi −∆Ii)− ζp(Σ) lim∀s→∞
]
× (undressed diagrams left after removing legs {I1, . . . , Iℓ}) ,
(5.8)
where by “removing a leg” we mean cutting or factorizing the diagram across the particular
leg. Concretely, writing out the first couple of terms on the right-hand side as well as the
last term, this formula says that
(undressed diagram) = −
∑
I
[
ζp(sI −∆I)− ζp(Σ) lim∀s→∞
]
× (undressed diagrams left after removing leg I)
−
∑
I<J
[
ζp(sI −∆I)ζp(sJ −∆J)− ζp(Σ) lim∀s→∞
]
× (undressed diagrams left after removing legs I, J)
−
∑
I<J<K
[
ζp(sI −∆I)ζp(sJ −∆J)ζp(sK −∆K)− ζp(Σ) lim∀s→∞
]
× (undressed diagrams left after removing legs I, J,K)
...
...
...
−
[ ∏
internal legs I
ζp(sI −∆I)− ζp(Σ)
]
.
(5.9)
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We now illustrate how to apply the formula via an example:
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where for the last line we used the fact that the amplitude of an undressed diagram with no
internal lines is precisely unity.
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5.2 p-adic on-shell recursion relation and proof
Motivated by the factorization properties and the on-shell recursive structure observed for
simple examples in appendix D, we propose the following recursive prescription for p-adic
Mellin amplitudes:
Prescription IV (On-shell recursion for p-adic Mellin amplitudes). The following recursive
relation is obeyed by p-adic Mellin amplitudes,
M({sI}) = − ∑
internal leg I
Mleft
({sleft})βp(sI −∆I , n−∑
i
∆i
)Mright({sright})∣∣∣∣
∀J ̸=I: sJ→sJ−sI+∆I
.
(5.11)
This formula is to be understood as follows. For an arbitrary tree-level bulk diagram:
• For each internal leg I with the associated Mandelstam invariant sI , and which is
propagating a scalar field of conformal dimension ∆I , include a “propagator” factor of
βp(sI −∆I , n−
∑
i∆i) defined in (2.24), times the Mellin amplitudes for the left and
right sub-amplitudes separated by the internal leg I, where all Mandelstam invariants of
the two sub-amplitudes have been shifted by (−sI+∆I). In referring to the Mandelstam-
dependence of the left (right) sub-amplitude as {sleft} ({sright}), we mean to say that
the Mandelstam invariants of the sub-amplitude can be constructed entirely out of the
Mellin variables γij and external scaling dimensions ∆i indexed by numbers i and j
that label external legs to the left (right) of the internal leg I in question (and which,
as described above, must be shifted further by −sI +∆I).
• We sum over all such terms (times an overall factor of minus one).
An alternate formulation of this prescription (in auxiliary momentum space) is provided
in appendix D. Before demonstrating the equivalence between prescriptions IV and I, let
us consider a few examples. The derivation of (5.11) for the case of four- and five-point
diagrams is discussed in significant detail in appendix D, using the familiar technique of
complexifying the amplitude and BCFW-shifting the (auxiliary) momenta. We focus here
on the final decomposition for two six-point examples to illustrate how to apply (5.11).
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Example (xii). For the six-point series diagram, the on-shell recursion (5.11) dictates
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(5.12)
where we have defined ∆Σ ≡
∑6
i=1∆i, and the Mandelstam variables are
sA ≡ ∆1 +∆2 − 2γ12 , sC ≡ ∆3 +∆4 − 2γ34 ,
sB ≡ sA +∆6 − 2γ16 − 2γ26 = sC +∆5 − 2γ35 − 2γ45 ,
(5.13)
where the Mellin variables γij satisfy (2.13) for N = 6. Further, in (5.12), we have indicated
the Mandelstam variables associated with the internal legs on top of the lines, and in the
r.h.s. in the sub-amplitudes, we have explicitly displayed the shifted Mandelstam variables.
Example (xiii). Likewise, for the six-point star diagram, (5.11) gives
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(5.14)
where this time
sA ≡ ∆1 +∆2 − 2γ12 , sB ≡ ∆3 +∆4 − 2γ34 , sC ≡ ∆5 +∆6 − 2γ56 . (5.15)
Equations (5.12) and (5.14) can be reduced further by repeated application of (5.11)
(see e.g. equations (D.30) and (D.52) in appendix D) to expressions which involve only (in
this case, three-point) contact interactions, whose Mellin amplitudes are given simply by
the respective vertex factors (3.1). It is straightforward to confirm that (5.12) and (5.14)
agree with the Mellin amplitudes for diagrams with three internal legs computed from first
principles in Ref. [4] and rederived here in examples (v)-(vi) using prescription I.
We now prove that prescription IV is mathematically equivalent to the recursive prescrip-
tion I described in section 3. (We will later prove prescription I in appendix C.) Starting with
a Mellin amplitudeM given in terms of the recursive prescription I, letM(z) be the complex
deformation obtained by replacing each Mandelstam invariant sI with sI(z) ≡ sI − z. In
that case the function,
I(z) ≡ log p
[
ζp(z)− ζp(
∑
i
∆i − n)
]
M(z) , (5.16)
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is defined on a “complex cylinder” where the imaginary axis wraps around a circle of radius
1/ log p. In other words z ∈ R ×
[
− π
log p
, π
log p
)
. From here on, we will use the shorthand
M =M(0). Consider now the sum
S(r) ≡
∫ r+ iπ
log p
r− iπ
log p
dz I(z) +
∫ −r− iπ
log p
−r+ iπ
log p
dz I(z), (5.17)
where r is some positive number. In the limit as r tends to infinity, S(r) tends to zero as we
will now show. As the real part of z tends to plus or minus infinity, the integrands in (5.17)
become constant, and the integrals evaluate to 2π/ log p (which is the circumference of the
cylindrical manifold) times the constant integrand. This asymptotic behavior follows from
the fact that I(z) depends on z solely through the arguments of p-adic local zeta-functions,
which themselves have the asymptotic behavior
ζp(z)→
1 as Re[z]→∞ ,0 as Re[z]→ −∞ . (5.18)
We see then that when r →∞, the first term in (5.17) gives
∫ ∞+ iπ
log p
∞− iπ
log p
dz I(z) = 2π
[
1− ζp(
∑
i
∆i − n)
]
M(z =∞)
= 2π
[
1− ζp(
∑
i
∆i − n)
](
the momentum-independent terms of M
)
.
(5.19)
For the second term in (5.17), noting that the contour runs in the opposite direction, we get
∫ −∞− iπ
log p
−∞+ iπ
log p
dz I(z) = 2π ζp(
∑
i
∆i − n)M(z = −∞). (5.20)
We split the expression (5.20) into two parts:
1. A part proportional to the momentum-independent part ofM: this part exactly cancels
the second term inside the square brackets in the second line of (5.19).
2. A part proportional to the momentum-dependent part ofM: since z is taken to minus
infinity, all factors of ζp in M which carry Mandelstam variable dependence tend to
unity. Using equation (5.7), this part is seen to exactly cancel with the first term inside
square brackets in the second line of (5.19).
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We see then that limr→∞ S(r) = 0. But from this it follows that the sum over all residues
of I(z) defined in (5.16) vanishes. For we may shift the contour of the first term in (5.17)
from
∫ r− iπ
log p
r+ iπ
log p
to
∫ −r− iπ
log p
−r+ iπ
log p
so that this term cancels with the second term, provided we add in
2πi times the sum of all the residues in the strip −r < Re[z] < r:
× ×
−r r
Re[z]
Im[z]
× ×
−r r
Re[z]
Im[z]
1
=
× ×
−r r
Re[z]
Im[z]
× ×
−r r
Re[z]
Im[z]
1
.
The residue of I(z) at z = 0 equals M =M(0), the original un-deformed amplitude. Since
M(z) is obtained fromM by replacing inM each factor of ζp(sI−∆I) with ζp(sI−∆I−z),
we see that the remaining residues of M(z) occur at z∗ = sI − ∆I , exactly when the
complex-shifted internal leg goes on shell, i.e. sI(z∗) = ∆I . Furthermore, from (5.16) we
conclude that each of these residues is equal to a factor of
[
ζp(sI −∆I)− ζp(
∑
i∆i − n)
]
=
βp(sI −∆I , n−
∑
i∆i) times the (on-shell) left and the right sub-amplitudes (evaluated at
z = z∗), as follows from the factorization property described in section 5.1.
Thus upon equating the residue of I(z) at z = 0 with minus the sum of all remaining
residues, we recover the on-shell recursion formula (5.11), proving prescription IV assuming
prescription I.
Given the strong similarities between the structure of real and p-adic Mellin amplitudes
as illuminated in this paper so far, it is natural to wonder if the on-shell recursion relations
presented in this section also have a real counterpart. It turns out (a trivial restatement
of) the Feynman rules for real Mellin amplitudes (as given in prescription II) provides the
closest analog, with an important subtlety: The on-shell recursion given in prescription IV
has a particularly simple form owing to the absence of descendant fields in the p-adic setup,
which is no longer the case over the reals. Thus (5.11) continues to hold for real Mellin
amplitudes, provided we additionally assign to each internal leg I an integer mI , replace
the propagator factor βp(·, ·) above by the propagator factor L(sI ,∆I ,mI) defined in (3.15),
update the Mandelstam shift operation in (5.11) to be sJ → sJ − sI +∆I +2mI , and finally
include infinite sums over all integers mI ∈ [0,∞) in (5.11). The fact that this prescription
reduces to the Feynman rules trivially follows from the partial fraction identity,
1
D1 . . . Df
=
f∑
i=1
1
Di
[∏
j ̸=i
1
Dj −Di
]
, (5.21)
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applied to the product of factors 1/(sI − ∆I − 2mI) appearing in the propagator factors
L(sI ,∆I ,mI).
6 Outlook
In this paper we completed the task, initiated in Ref. [4], of computing p-adic Mellin am-
plitudes for all tree-level, arbitrary-point bulk diagrams involving scalars. This is achieved
by establishing various prescriptions for constructing Mellin amplitudes which overcome the
need to perform bulk integrations altogether:
• Prescription I provides an effective computational strategy, recursive on the number of
internal lines;
• Prescription IV provides an even more effective “on-shell” strategy;
• Prescription III (along with (4.3)) provides a recipe for directly writing down the Mellin
pre-amplitudes defined via Mellin-Barnes contour integrals in (2.20).
In fact, we showed further that the pre-amplitude prescription III of section 4 applies si-
multaneously to both p-adic and real Mellin pre-amplitudes, and provides a precise, unified
recipe for obtaining the pre-amplitudes from full Mellin amplitudes. This demonstrates the
close ties between the real and p-adic formulations of AdS/CFT.
While the real and p-adic Mellin amplitudes share many common properties, such as the
recursion relations mentioned above, physical factorization properties, the analytic form of
the pre-amplitudes, and the fact that they are meromorphic functions which carry simple
poles corresponding to exchange of single-trace operators, the p-adic amplitudes are signif-
icantly simpler than the real amplitudes owing to the fact that the p-adic CFTs we are
studying lack descendants [5, 30]. The simplicity of p-adic Mellin amplitudes as compared
to their real cousins is for example highlighted in the structure of the on-shell recursion re-
lation IV described in section 5, which is related to, though simpler than the Feynman rules
prescription II for real Mellin amplitudes. Thus the p-adic formulation provides a promising,
powerful computational tool for investigating the harder to work with real Mellin amplitudes.
Part of our motivation for studying p-adic Mellin space is the hope that the simplicity
and tractability of the p-adic setting may lead to new inspiration and results for real Mellin
amplitudes. We should like to think of the relation between real Mellin amplitudes and the
corresponding real pre-amplitudes from section 4.1 as an instantiation of this hope; it may
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be worthwhile to also investigate whether such relations exist for spinning amplitudes and
loop amplitudes.
Another promising avenue is the study of p-adic Mellin amplitudes involving bulk fermions [39]
and amplitudes at loop level. It is tempting to note that the real Mellin loop-amplitudes,
especially in the Mellin-Barnes integral form for pre-amplitudes [10, 11], are expressible in
terms of the local zeta function ζ∞, which naturally suggests analogous candidates for p-adic
loop amplitudes. It would be interesting to explore this connection more systematically. We
also wonder whether (possibly a generalization of) the recursion relations put forward in this
paper extend to loop amplitudes.
In this paper we have restricted ourselves to computing Mellin amplitudes associated to
individual bulk diagrams. It remains to see whether it is possible to lift the on-shell recursion
of section 5, which is applicable at the level of individual diagrams, to one which applies
to total amplitudes, i.e. the sums over constitutive diagrams of a bulk theory, and to other
bulk theories over reals. Nevertheless, the techniques of this paper should still prove useful
in extending the construction of the putative bulk dual of the free p-adic O(N) model, at
least at tree-level [30].
On a closing note, we emphasize that at present the mounting number of remarkable
similarities between the conventional (real) and p-adic AdS/CFT formulations are still math-
ematical curiosities which remain to be fully understood. It is tempting to wonder whether
one may think of the real and p-adic formulations as “local formulations” of AdS/CFT at
the place at infinity and the finite places, respectively. This immediately leads to the ques-
tion [46]: Is there an adelic formulation of AdS/CFT, i.e. a “global” formulation which sub-
sumes the real and p-adic formulations in a single field-independent (field in the mathematics
sense) framework? Such a unified formulation would constitute an important conceptual step
forward in understanding as yet undiscovered mathematical aspects of AdS/CFT.
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A Useful Formulae and Conventions
We now recall some useful functions and formulae from Ref. [4], to which we refer for further
details. The characteristic function takes a p-adic argument, and is defined to be
γp(x) =
2 log p
2πi
∫ ϵ+ iπ
2 log p
ϵ− iπ
2 log p
dγ
ζp(2γ)
|x|2γp
=
1 for |x|p ≤ 1,0 otherwise. (A.1)
It plays the role of the Gaussian function for p-adic variables. If we let {S1, ..., SN} denote a
finite set of p-adic numbers and letm be an index such that |Sm|p = sup{|S1|p, ..., |SN |p}, then
it follows from the definition of the characteristic function that it satisfies the factorization
property
γp(S1)...γp(SN ) = γp
(
Sm
)
. (A.2)
Furthermore, letting {x1, ..., xN} denote another set of p-adic numbers of equal cardinality,
it follows from the ultra-metricity of the p-adic norm that
N∏
i=1
i ̸=m
γp
(
Si(xi − xm)2
)
=
∏
1≤i<j≤N
γp
(
SiSj
Sm
(xi − xj)2
)
. (A.3)
An integral identity for characteristic functions that comes in handy in the context of p-adic
Mellin amplitudes is
∫
Qpn
dx
[∏
i
γp
(
Si(x− xi)2
)]
=
1
|Sm|n/2p
[∏
i ̸=m
γp
(
Si(xi − xm)2
)]
. (A.4)
Some useful integration formulae, which we collectively refer to as the “p-adic Schwinger
parameter trick” are listed below:
1
|x|∆p
=
ζp(n)
ζp(∆)
∫
Qpn
dS
|S|np
|S|∆p γp(xS) for x ∈ Qpn , (A.5)
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1|x|∆p
=
2
|2|p
ζp(1)
ζp(2∆)
∫
Q2p
dS
|S|p |S|
∆
p γp(xS) for x ∈ Q2p , (A.6)
1
|x|∆p
=
2
|2|p
ζp(1)
ζp(2∆)
∫
pQ2p
dS
|S|p |S|
∆
p γp(xS) for x ∈ pQ2p , (A.7)
where
Q2p ≡ {x ∈ Qp : x = y2 for some y ∈ Qp} . (A.8)
pQ2p ≡ {x ∈ Qp : x = py2 for some y ∈ Qp} . (A.9)
The p-adic version of the Symanzik star integration formula takes the form,
∫
[dγ]
∏
1≤i<j≤N
ζp(2γij)
|xij|2γijp
=
∑
a∈{1,p}
N∏
i=1
(
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
aQ2p
dsi
|si|p |si|
∆i
p
) ∏
1≤i<j≤N
γp
(
sisjx
2
ij
)
. (A.10)
An integral identity from which, with the help of the Symanzik formula, the contact ampli-
tude may be extracted is,
∑
(z0,z)∈Tpn
N∏
i=1
K∆i(z0, z;xi) =
∑
a∈{1,p}
ζp
(∑
i
∆i − n
) N∏
i=1
(
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
aQ2p
dsi
|si|p |si|
∆i
p
)∏
i<j
γp
(
sisjx
2
ij
)
.
(A.11)
A p-adic integral that has appeared at some instances in this paper is
∫
Qp
dt
|t|p |t|
a
p |1, t|bs =
∑
n∈Z
∫
p−nUp
dt
|t|p |t|
a
p |1, t|bs =
0∑
n=−∞
∫
p−nUp
dt
|t|p |t|
a
p +
∞∑
n=1
∫
p−nUp
dt
|t|p |t|
a+b
p
=
1
ζ(1)
( 0∑
n=−∞
pan +
∞∑
n=1
p(a+b)n
)
=
ζp(a)− ζp(a+ b)
ζp(1)
.
(A.12)
B Inductive Proof of Prescription III for Pre-Amplitudes
B.1 Outline of the proof
In this section we prove that at tree-level any p-adic Mellin amplitude is given in terms of
a multiple contour integral over a pre-amplitude according to prescription III of section 4.
Subsequently, in the next appendix we prove that the performing all the contour integrals
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over a pre-amplitude reproduces the Mellin amplitude given by the recursive prescription I
presented in section 3.1.
The proof for the pre-amplitude prescription is inductive. A possible inductive approach
one might attempt to adopt is weak induction on the number of internal legs. However,
given the pre-amplitude for an arbitrary bulk diagram, it turns out to be technically difficult
to find the pre-amplitude for a diagram obtained by inserting an extra internal leg at an
arbitrary position in the diagram. It is significantly more tractable to attach extra internal
legs to a special kind of bulk vertex, one that only has one internal leg attached to it. Thus
our inductive strategy will be to assume that the pre-amplitude prescription III is satisfied
by an arbitrary bulk diagram DL, and a bulk diagram DR built from f internal lines all
connected to the same vertex:
DL =
V1 R0
, DR = R0
R1
Rf
. (B.1)
Here the grey circles each indicate an arbitrary number of vertices and internal lines that
form part of the diagram DL, and we have omitted drawing the external lines, of which an
arbitrary number may be connected to any vertex. We will then consider the bulk diagram
DM obtained by merging the two diagrams by fusing the two vertices labelled R0 in (B.1),
to get
DM =
V1 R0
R1
Rf
, (B.2)
where the merged diagram has a set of external legs which is the union of the set of ex-
ternal legs for DL and DR. Using the inductive assumptions we will demonstrate that this
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bulk-diagram has a Mellin amplitude given by the pre-amplitude prescription III, thereby
completing the inductive proof.
B.2 Details of the proof
The “left-hand diagram” DL. As a first step in the proof, we will recast the pre-
amplitude for DL in a more useful form. To this end, it is useful to first consider a smaller
diagram Dl, namely the one obtained by removing the vertex R0 and the internal line con-
nected to it (i.e. collapsing the internal line joining R0 to V1 in DL). We keep the number
and dimensions of external legs attached to vertex V1 in Dl arbitrary for now but fix them
later. The smaller diagram takes the following form, where this time we show a subset of
the external legs,
Dl =
V1 ... iV1
...
iVI
...
iVg
...iVJ
...iVK
VI
Vg
VJ
VK
V1 R0
+c−c
V1 R0 +c1
+cf+c−c
R1
−c1
Rf
−cf
R0
+c1
+cf
R1
−c1
Rf
−cf
1
. (B.3)
The vertices of this diagram are labelled V1, V2, . . . , Vg, and the external legs are labelled by
the lower-case alphabet i or j, where we sometimes put a subscript on them to indicate which
vertex they are incident on. Specifically the label iVI runs over the external legs incident
on vertex VI , and iV runs over all labels iV1 , iV2 , . . . , iVg . We posit that the position space
pre-amplitude A˜l for Dl, denoted with a tilde and defined via
A(x) ≡
(∏
I
∫
dc
2πi
f∆I (cI)
)
A˜(x) , (B.4)
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can be written in the form7
A˜l =L
[
2g−2∏
L=1
∫
Qp
dtL
|tL|p
]
G({tL})
∑
a∈{1,p}
[∏
iV
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
aQ2p
dsiV
|siV |p
|siV |
∑
∆iV
p
]
×
 ∏
1≤I≤J≤g
∏
iVI ,iVJ
γp
(
fIJ({tL})siVI siVJ x2iVI iVJ
) (B.5)
where G({tL}) and fIJ({tL}) are, respectively, real and p-adic valued functions whose exact
form we will not need, except for the fact that the functions fIJ are valued in Q2p. L and
G({tL}) also depend on external scaling dimensions ∆iV , the degree of the field extension n,
and complex variables cI , but we suppress such dependencies. The fact that the A˜l has the
form (B.5) can be seen inductively. For the initial step, we note that equations (4.34) and
(4.48) in Ref. [4] show that the diagrams with one and two internal legs have a position space
pre-amplitude of the form (B.5). We will now assume (B.5) and show that the diagram DL
(with one additional internal leg) has a pre-amplitude of the same form as well.
Applying the split representation (2.6) to the internal leg connecting vertices V1 and R0
in DL,
DL =
∫
dc
2πi
f∆(c)
∫
P1(Qpn )
dx V1 R0
...
iV1
...
x
iR0
h− c h+ c
iVI
iVg
iVJ
iVK
...
...
...
...
, (B.6)
we find that the position space pre-amplitude A˜L is given by a boundary integral over the
product of 1) the pre-amplitude A˜l as written in (B.5) with appropriately chosen external
dimensions incident at V1, and 2) a contact amplitude associated to the vertex R0. We fix the
dimension of one of the external legs incident at V1 inDl to a complex-shifted value consistent
7We are allowing for the possibility of vertices VI with no external legs incident to them. Such vertices
have no associated variables siVI as iVI runs over the empty set. But the total number of tL variables remains
2g − 2 where g is the total number of vertices, with or without incident external legs.
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with the split representation, and assign the rest of the external legs the dimensions of the
external operators originally incident on V1 in DL. Label the complex-shifted dimension ∆1.
We define
L˜ = L∣∣
∆1→h−c, G˜({tL}) = G({tL})
∣∣
∆1→h−c , (B.7)
and rename the integration variable s1 associated to this external leg to t. Furthermore,
we will now take the set {iV1} to not include the index i = 1 associated to this leg. For
the contact amplitude associated to the vertex R0, we apply the identity (A.11). Again we
must assign a complex value to the dimension of an external leg consistent with the split
representation, and we call the integration variable associated with this external leg u, while
the other external legs (with real scaling dimensions) are labelled by an index iR0 . The split
representation then leads to
A˜L =
∫
Qpn
dx L˜
[ 2g−2∏
L=1
∫
Qp
dtL
|tL|p
]
G˜({tL})
×
∑
a∈{1,p}
[∏
iV
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
aQ2p
dsiV
|siV |p
|siV |
∑
∆iV
p
]
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
aQ2p
dt
|t|p |t|
h−c
p
×
[ ∏
1≤I≤J≤g
∏
iVI ,iVJ
γp
(
fIJ(tL)siVI siVJ x
2
iVI iVJ
)]
×
[ ∏
1≤I≤g
∏
iVI
γp
(
f1I(tL)tsiVI (x− xiVI )2
)]
× ζp
(∑
∆iR0 − h+ c
)
×
∑
b∈{1,p}
[∏
iR0
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
bQ2p
dsiR0
|siR0 |p
|siR0 |
∑
∆iR0
p
]
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
bQ2p
du
|u|p |u|
h+c
p
×
[ ∏
iR0<jR0
γp(siR0sjR0x
2
iR0jR0
)
][∏
iR0
γp
(
usiR0 (x− xiR0 )2
)]
.
(B.8)
Performing the changes of variables siR0 →
siR0
u
and siVI →
siVI
f1I(tL) t
and lettingm denote an
index such that |sm|p = sup(|siV1 |p, |siV2 |p, . . . |siVg |p, |siR0 |p), we can carry out the x integral
with the integral formula (A.4). Applying this formula, and re-expressing the domains of
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integration of t and u to all of Qp at the cost of two factors of 2|2|p , we find that
A˜L = L˜
[ 2g−2∏
L=1
∫
Qp
dtL
|tL|p
]
G˜({tL})
×
[∏
iV
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
Q2p
dsiV
|siV |p
|siV |
∑
∆iV
p
]
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dt
|t|p |t|
−∑∆iV +h−c
p
×
[ ∏
1≤I≤J≤g
∏
iVI ,iVJ
γp
(
siVI siVJ fIJ(tL)
t2f1I(tL)f1J(tL)
x2iVI iVJ
)]
×
( ∏
1≤I≤g
|f1I(tL)|
−∑∆iVI
p
[∏
iVI
γp
(
siVI (xm − xiVI )2
)])
× ζp
(∑
∆iR0 − h+ c
)
×
[∏
iR0
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
Q2p
dsiR0
|siR0 |p
|siR0 |
∑
∆iR0
p
]
ζ(1)
∫
Qp
du
|u|p |u|
−∑∆iR0+h+c
p
×
[ ∏
iR0<jR0
γp
(siR0sjR0
u2
x2iR0jR0
)][∏
iR0
γp
(
siR0 (xm − xR0)2
)]|sm|−hp .
(B.9)
Next, we change variables t→ t√sm and u→ u√sm, and then change variables si → si√sm
for all i ̸= m, and lastly change variable sm → s2m:
A˜L = L˜
[ 2g−2∏
L=1
∫
Qp
dtL
|tL|p
]
G˜({tL})
×
∑
a∈{1,p}
[∏
iV
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
aQ2p
dsiV
|siV |p
|siV |
∑
∆iV
p
]
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dt
|t|p |t|
−∑∆iV +h−c
p
×
( ∏
1≤I≤J≤g
[ ∏
iVI ,iVJ
γp
(
siVI siVJ fIJ(tL)
t2f1I(tL)f1J(tL)
x2iVI iVJ
)])
×
( ∏
1≤I≤g
|f1I(tL)|
−∑∆iVI
p
[∏
iVI
γp
(
siVI sm(xm − xiVI )2
)])
× ζp
(∑
∆iR0 − h+ c
)
×
[∏
iR0
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
aQ2p
dsiR0
|siR0 |p
|siR0 |
∑
∆iR0
p
]
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
du
|u|p |u|
−∑∆iR0+h+c
p
×
[ ∏
iR0<jR0
γp
(siR0sjR0
u2
x2iR0jR0
)][∏
iR0
γp
(
siR0sm(xm − xR0)2
)]
.
(B.10)
The above expression for A˜L exhibits an explicit dependence on sm, which is inexpedient for
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further manipulations. But let i denote an index that runs over all the indices iVI and iR0 .
Using (A.3), one can show that[ ∏
1≤I≤g
∏
iVI
γp
(
siVI sm(xm − xiVI )2
)][∏
iR0
γp
(
siR0sm(xm − xR0)2
)]
=
∏
i,j
γp
(
sisjx
2
ij
)
. (B.11)
After using this formula, we note that equation (B.10) is of the same form as equation
(B.5), and so, as promised, we have demonstrated inductively that the position space pre-
amplitude A˜L could indeed be cast in the form (B.5). This completes the inductive proof
that any arbitrary tree-level diagram, in particular the diagram in (B.3) corresponding to
the position space pre-amplitude A˜l, takes the form described in (B.5).
Applying the p-adic Symanzik star integration formula (A.10) to (B.10) after invoking
(B.11), we obtain
A˜L = L˜ ζp
(∑
∆iR0 − h+ c
)[ 2g−2∏
L=1
∫
Qp
dtL
|tL|p
]
G˜({tL})
[ ∏
1≤I≤g
|f1I(tL)|
−∑∆iVI
p
]
×
∫
[dγ]
[∏
i<j
ζp(2γij)
|xij|2γijp
]
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
du
|u|p |u|
−∑∆iR0+h+c
p
[ ∏
iR0<jR0
∣∣∣∣1, 1u
∣∣∣∣−2γiR0 jR0
s
]
× ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dt
|t|p |t|
−∑∆iV +h−c
p
[ ∏
1≤I≤J≤g
∏
iVI ,iVJ
∣∣∣∣1, fIJ(tL)t2f1I(tL)f1J(tL)
∣∣∣∣−γiVI iVJ
s
]
.
(B.12)
The factor of ζp
(∑
∆iR0 − h+ c
)
gives us the vertex factor (3.1) associated with the vertex
R0 in the diagram DL. The u integral evaluates to (see (A.12) in appendix A)
−1
ζp(1)
[
ζp
(∑
∆R0 − 2
∑
γiR0 ,jR0 − h− c
)− ζp(∑∆iR0 − h− c)], (B.13)
which is the undressed diagram associated with the vertex R0 (recall identity (4.3)). We
are making the inductive assumption that expression (B.12) is equal to the position space
pre-amplitude for diagram DL according to prescription III of section 4, and this assumption
implies that the remaining part of the right-hand side of (B.12) is equal to the product of
all the vertex factors and undressed diagrams associated with the remaining vertices of DL,
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that is,
L˜
[ 2g−2∏
L=1
∫
Qp
dtL
|tL|p
]
G˜({tL})
[ ∏
1≤I≤g
|f1I(tL)|
−∑∆iVI
p
]
× ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dt
|t|p |t|
−∑∆iV +h−c
p
[ ∏
1≤I≤J≤g
∏
iVI ,iVJ
∣∣∣∣1, fIJ(tL)t2f1I(tL)f1J(tL)
∣∣∣∣−γiVI iVJ
s
]
=
[ g∏
I=1
(vertex factor for vertex VI)(undressed diagram for vertex VI)
]
.
(B.14)
The “right-hand diagram” DR. Now we turn our attention to the position space pre-
amplitude A˜R for diagram DR in (B.1). According to prescription III and (4.3) of section 4,
this Mellin pre-amplitude is given by the following product of vertex factors and undressed
diagrams:
M˜R =
 ... ...iR0
h+ c1
h+ cf


...
...iR0
h+ c1
h− c1
h+ cf
h− cf

×
f∏
I=1
[
h− cI
... iRI

h− cIh+ cI
... iRI
].
(B.15)
From this diagrammatic decomposition, we can obtain an expression for the Mellin amplitude
by applying to it equations (3.1) and (4.7)-(4.8). We find it useful, however, to recast the
integral expression (4.7)-(4.8) for undressed diagrams by changing variables to ui ≡ 1√xi :
∆l+1
∆L
...
...
s1,
h+ c1
h+ cl,
sl
h− c1
h− cl
=
[ l∏
i=1
ζp(1)
∫
Q2p
dui
|ui|p |ui|
−2ci
p |1, ui|si+ci−hs
] ∣∣∣∣1, 1u1 , . . . , 1ul
∣∣∣∣2h−
∑l
i=1(ci+h)−
∑L
i=l+1∆i
s
.
(B.16)
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Writing out the vertex factors in terms of their p-adic zeta functions and using the above
integral form for the undressed diagrams, (B.15) can be rewritten as
A˜R = ζp
(∑
∆IR0 +
f∑
I=1
(h+ cI)− 2h
) ∫
[dγ]
[∏
i<j
ζp(2γij)
|xij|2γijp
]
×
[ f∏
I=1
ζp(
∑
∆iRI − h− cI) ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dvI
|vI | |vI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI
p |1, vI |
−2∑ γiRI jRI
s
]
×
[ f∏
I=1
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
duI
|uI |p |uI |
−2cI
p |1, uI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI−2
∑
γiRI
jRI
s
]
×
∣∣∣∣1, 1u1 , 1u2 , . . . , 1uf
∣∣∣∣2h−
∑
∆iR0
−∑fI=1(cI+h)
s
.
(B.17)
where i, j run over all oxternal leg indices iR0 , iR1 , . . . , iRf . Lumping together the vertex
factors into one symbol
R ≡ ζp
(∑
∆IR0 +
f∑
I=1
(h+ cI)− 2h
)[ f∏
I=1
ζp
(∑
∆iRI − h− cI
)]
, (B.18)
and using the Symanzik star integration formula (A.10), one finds that the position space
pre-amplitude for diagram DR is given by
A˜R = R
∑
b∈{1,p}
[∏
iR
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
bQ2p
dsiR
|siR |p
|siR |
∑
∆iR
p
]
×
[ f∏
I=1
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
duI
|uI |p |uI |
−2cI
p |1, uI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI
s ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dvI
|vI |p |vI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI
p
]
×
∣∣∣∣1, 1u1 , 1u2 , . . . , 1uf
∣∣∣∣2h−
∑
∆iR0
−∑fI=1(cI+h)
s
[ ∏
iR,jR
γp(siRsjRx
2
iRjR
)
]
×
[ f∏
I=1
∏
iRI<jRI
γp
(
siRI sjRI (1, uI)
2
s(1, vI)
2
sx
2
iRI jRI
)]
,
(B.19)
where the index iR runs over iR0 , iR1 , . . . , iRf and
(1, u)s ≡
1, when |u|p ≤ 1 ,u, when |u|p > 1 . (B.20)
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The “merged diagram” DM . By strong induction we are making the assumption that
diagrams Dl, DL, and DR satisfy prescription III. The inductive step we shall undertake
in order to prove the pre-amplitude prescription is that under this assumption, the position
space pre-amplitude of diagram DM , which we call A˜M , evaluates to the appropriate product
of vertex factors and undressed diagrams as prescribed by prescription III.
Applying the split representation to the internal leg connecting vertices V1 and R0 in
DM , we can express A˜M as a boundary integral over the pre-amplitudes for the left- and
right-hand diagrams, for which we may use equations (B.5) and (B.19). However, in using
each of these two equations, we once again need to assign a complex scaling dimension to
one of the external legs. For the left-hand part of the diagram we assign a complex value
h − c to the scaling dimension of an external leg connected to vertex V1 and once again
rename the integration variable siV1 as t. For the right-hand part of the diagram, we assign
the value h + c to the scaling dimension, call it ∆0, of an external leg connected to vertex
R0. Furthermore, we rename the integration variable siR0 as u and define R˜ ≡ R
∣∣
∆0=h+c
.
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We arrive, then, at the following expression for the position space pre-amplitude of DM :
A˜M =
∫
Qpn
dx L˜
[ 2g−2∏
L=1
∫
Qp
dtL
|tL|p
]
G˜({tL})
×
∑
a∈{1,p}
[∏
iV
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
aQ2p
dsiV
|siV |p
|siV |
∑
∆iV
p
]
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
aQ2p
dt
|t|p |t|
h−c
p
×
[ ∏
1≤I≤J≤g
∏
iVI ,iVJ
γp
(
fIJ(tL)siVI siVJ x
2
iVI iVJ
)]
×
[ ∏
1≤I≤g
∏
iVI
γp
(
f1I(tL)tsiVI (x− xiVI )2
)]
× R˜
∑
b∈{1,p}
[∏
iR
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
bQ2p
dsiR
|siR |p
|siR |
∑
∆iR
p
]
× 2ζp(1)|2|p
∫
bQ2p
du
|u|p |u|
h+c
p
[∏
iR
γp
(
usiR(x− xiR)2
)]
×
[ f∏
I=1
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
duI
|uI |p |uI |
−2cI
p |1, uI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI
s ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dvI
|vI |p |vI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI
p
]
×
∣∣∣∣1, 1u1 , 1u2 , . . . , 1uf
∣∣∣∣2h−
∑
∆iR0
−∑fI=1(cI+h)−h−c
s
[ ∏
iR,jR
γp(siRsjRx
2
iRjR
)
]
×
[ f∏
I=1
∏
iRI<jRI
γp
(
siRI sjRI (1, uI)
2
s(1, vI)
2
sx
2
iRI jRI
)]
.
(B.21)
Changing variables, siVI →
siVI
tf1I(tL)
and siR →
siR
u
, re-expressing the domains of the t and
u integrals, letting m denote an index such that |sm|p = supi|si|p, and carrying out the x
integral, we get
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A˜M =L˜
[ 2g−2∏
L=1
∫
Qp
dtL
|tL|p
]
G˜(tL)
×
[∏
iV
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
Q2p
dsiV
|siV |p
|siV |
∑
∆iV
p
]
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dt
|t|p |t|
−∑∆iV +h−c
p
×
[ ∏
1≤I≤J≤g
∏
iVI ,iVJ
γp
(
fIJ(tL)siVI siVJ
t2f1I(tL)f1J(tL)
x2iVI iVJ
)]
×
( ∏
1≤I≤g
|f1I(tL)|
−∑∆iVI
p
[∏
iVI
γp
(
siVI (xm − xiVI )2
)])
× R˜
[∏
iR
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
Q2p
dsiR
|siR |p
|siR |
∑
∆iR
p
]
× ζp(1)
∫
Qp
du
|u|p |u|
−∑∆iR+h+c
p
[∏
iR
γp
(
siR(xm − xiR)2
)]|sm|−hp
×
[
f∏
I=1
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
duI
|uI |p |uI |
−2cI
p |1, uI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI
s ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dvI
|vI |p |vI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI
p
]
×
∣∣∣∣1, 1u1 , 1u2 , . . . , 1uf
∣∣∣∣2h−
∑
∆iR0
−∑fI=1(cI+h)−h−c
s
[ ∏
iR,jR
γp
(
siRsjR
u2
x2iRjR
)]
×
[ f∏
I=1
∏
iRI<jRI
γp
(
siRI sjRI
u2
(1, uI)
2
s(1, vI)
2
sx
2
iRI jRI
)]
.
(B.22)
Changing variables t → √smt, u → √smu, and si → √smsi for i ̸= m, and then changing
variable si → s2i gives:
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A˜M =L˜
[ 2g−2∏
L=1
∫
Qp
dtL
|tL|p
]
G˜(tL)
×
∑
a∈{1,p}
[∏
iV
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
aQ2p
dsiV
|siV |p
|siV |
∑
∆iV
p
]
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dt
|t|p |t|
−∑∆iV +h−c
p
×
[ ∏
1≤I≤J≤g
∏
iVI ,iVJ
γp
(
fIJ(tL)siVI siVJ
t2f1I(tL)f1J(tL)
x2iVI iVJ
)]
×
( ∏
1≤I≤g
|f1I(tL)|
−∑∆iVI
p
[∏
iVI
γp
(
smsiVI (xm − xiVI )2
)])
× R˜
[∏
iR
2ζp(1)
|2|p
∫
aQ2p
dsiR
|siR |p
|siR |
∑
∆iR
p
]
× ζp(1)
∫
Qp
du
|u|p |u|
−∑∆iR+h+c
p
[∏
iR
γp
(
smsiR(xm − xiR)2
)]
×
[ f∏
I=1
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
duI
|uI |p |uI |
−2cI
p |1, uI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI
s ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dvI
|vI |p |vI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI
p
]
×
∣∣∣∣1, 1u1 , 1u2 , . . . , 1uf
∣∣∣∣2h−
∑
∆iR0
−∑fI=1(cI+h)−h−c
s
[ ∏
iR,jR
γp
(
siRsjR
u2
x2iRjR
)]
×
[ f∏
I=1
∏
iRI<jRI
γp
(
siRI sjRI
u2
(1, uI)
2
s(1, vI)
2
sx
2
iRI jRI
)]
.
(B.23)
Introducing redundant characteristic functions to remove the explicit sm dependence like
in (B.11), and then invoking the Symanzik star integration formula (A.10), we obtain
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A˜M =
∫
[dγ]
[∏
i<j
ζ(2γij)
|xij|2γijp
]
× L˜
[ 2g−2∏
L=1
∫
Qp
dtL
|tL|p
]
G˜(tL)
[ ∏
1≤I≤g
|f1I(tL)|
−∑∆iVI
p
]
× ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dt
|t|p |t|
−∑∆iV +h−c
p
[ ∏
1≤I≤J≤g
∏
iVI ,iVJ
∣∣∣∣1, fIJ(tL)t2f1I(tL)f1J(tL)
∣∣∣∣−γiVI iVJ
s
]
× R˜ ζp(1)
∫
Qp
du
|u|p |u|
−∑∆iR+h+c
p
∣∣∣∣1, 1u
∣∣∣∣−2
∑
γiR0 jR0
s
[ ∏
0≤I<J≤f
∣∣∣∣1, 1u
∣∣∣∣−2
∑
γiRI
iRJ
s
]
×
[
f∏
I=1
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
duI
|uI |p |uI |
−2cI
p |1, uI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI
p ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dvI
|vI |p |vI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI
p
]
×
∣∣∣∣1, 1u1 , 1u2 , . . . , 1uf
∣∣∣∣2h−
∑
∆iR0
−∑fI=1(cI+h)−h−c
s
[ f∏
I=1
∣∣∣∣1, (1, uI)s(1, vI)su
∣∣∣∣−2
∑
γiRI
jRI
s
]
,
(B.24)
where by the sum
∑
γiRI jRI we mean
∑
iRi<jRj
γiRI jRI , that is, no double-counting. Com-
paring the second and third lines of (B.24) with (B.14), we see that the Mellin amplitude
of DM by the inductive assumption includes the vertex factors and undressed diagrams of
all the vertices VI on the left-hand side of diagram DM . What remains for us to show is
that the bottom three lines of (B.24), denote them M˜R, equal the vertex factors and un-
dressed diagrams of the vertices RI of the right-hand diagram. Changing the variable u to
its reciprocal, the bottom three lines can be rewritten as
M˜R = R˜ ζp(1)
∫
Qp
du
|u|p |u|
∑
∆iR−h−c
p |1, u|
−2∑ γiR0 jR0
s
[ ∏
0≤I<J≤f
|1, u|−2
∑
γiRI
iRJ
s
]
×
[ f∏
I=1
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
duI
|uI |p |uI |
−2cI
p |1, uI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI
p ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dvI
|vI |p |vI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI
p
]
×
∣∣∣∣1, 1u1 , 1u2 , . . . , 1uf
∣∣∣∣2h−
∑
∆iR0
−∑fI=1(cI+h)−h−c
s
[ f∏
I=1
|1, u, uuI , u(1, uI)svI |
−2∑ γiRI jRI
s
]
.
(B.25)
Noting that
∑
∆iR =
∑
∆iR0 +
∑f
I=1
∑
∆iRI and changing variables vI →
(1, u, uuI)s
u(1, uI)s
vI ,
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we obtain
M˜R = R˜ ζp(1)
∫
Qp
du
|u|p |u|
∑
∆iR0
+
∑f
I=1(h−cI)−h−c
p |1, u|
−2∑ γiR0 jR0
s
[ ∏
0≤I<J≤f
|1, u|−2
∑
γiRI
iRJ
s
]
×
[ f∏
I=1
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
duI
|uI |p |uI |
−2cI
p |1, u, uuI |
∑
∆iRI
−2∑ γiRI jRI−h+cI
s
]
×
[
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
dvI
|vI |p |vI |
∑
∆iRI
−h+cI
p |1, vI |
−2∑ γiRI jRI
s
]
×
∣∣∣∣1, 1u1 , 1u2 , . . . , 1uf
∣∣∣∣2h−
∑
∆iR0
−∑fI=1(cI+h)−h−c
s
.
(B.26)
Carrying out the vI integrals using (A.12) and changing variables uI → (1, u)s
u
uI , the pre-
amplitude simplifies to
M˜R = R˜
[∏
I
(−1)
(
ζp(
∑
∆iRI − 2
∑
γiRI jRI − h+ cI)− ζp(
∑
∆iRI − h+ cI)
)]
× ζp(1)
∫
Qp
du
|u|p |u|
−2c
p |1, u|
∑
∆iR−2
∑
γiR0 jR0
−h+c
s
[ ∏
0≤I<J≤f
|1, u|−2
∑
γiRI
iRJ
s
]
×
[ f∏
I=1
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
duI
|uI |p |uI |
−2cI
p |1, uI |
∑
∆iRI
−2∑ γiRI jRI−h+cI
s |1, u|
−2∑ γiRI jRI
s
]
×
∣∣∣∣1, 1u, 1u1 , 1u2 , . . . , 1uf
∣∣∣∣2h−
∑
∆iR0
−∑fI=1(cI+h)−h−c
s
.
(B.27)
Let sI denote the Mandelstam invariant associated with the internal leg connecting vertices
R0 and RI , and let s0 denote the Mandelstam invariant associated with the internal leg
connecting vertices V1 and R1. Then we have that
sI =
∑
∆iRI − 2
∑
γiRI jRI ,
s0 =
∑
∆iR − 2
∑
0≤I<J≤f
∑
γiRI iRJ − 2
∑
γiR0jR0 − 2
f∑
I=1
∑
γiRI jRI ,
(B.28)
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using which equation (B.27) can be rewritten as
M˜R = R˜
[∏
I
(−1)
(
ζp(sI − h+ cI)− ζp(
∑
∆iRI − h+ cI)
)]
× ζp(1)
∫
Qp
du
|u|p |u|
−2c
p |1, u|s0−h+cs
[ f∏
I=1
ζp(1)
∫
Qp
duI
|uI |p |uI |
−2cI
p |1, uI |sI−h+cIs
]
×
∣∣∣∣1, 1u, 1u1 , 1u2 , . . . , 1uf
∣∣∣∣2h−
∑
∆iR0
−∑fI=1(cI+h)−h−c
s
.
(B.29)
In the first line of this equation, R˜ is the product of vertex factors associated with the
vertices R0, R1, . . . , Rf of diagramDM and the product over I gives the product of undressed
diagrams associated with vertices R1, R2, . . . , Rf . Comparing with (B.16), we recognize in
lines two and three of (B.29) the integral form of the undressed diagram associated with
vertex R0. We conclude that M˜R is equal to the product of vertex factors and undressed
diagrams associated with vertices R0, R1, . . . , Rf , and so the full pre-amplitude for DM is
equal to the product of vertex factors and undressed diagrams associated with all the vertices
of this diagram. This completes the proof of prescription III.
C Inductive Proof of Prescription I for Mellin Ampli-
tudes
In order to obtain a p-adic Mellin amplitude from a pre-amplitude one must carry out
a contour integral around a cylindrical manifold for each internal leg of the diagram. In
section 4.3 we proved that such contour integrals over pre-amplitudes, given according to
prescription III of section 4, correctly reproduce Mellin amplitudes as defined in (2.12).
What remains to be shown to demonstrate that the recursion relations of section 3.1 are
true is that carrying out the contour integrals over the pre-amplitudes exactly reproduces
the Mellin amplitudes given by prescription I. In this appendix we prove this for arbitrary
tree-level bulk diagrams.
Consider first the exchange amplitude. The fact that carrying out the contour integral
over its pre-amplitude yields the appropriate Mellin amplitude (see (4.16)) relies mathemat-
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ically on the following identity:
log p
2πi
∫ iπ
log p
− iπ
log p
dc
ζp(A+ c)ζp(A− c)ζp(B − c)ζp(C + c)
ζp(2c)ζp(−2c)
×
(
ζp(D − c) + ζp(B + c)− 1
)(
ζp(D + c) + ζp(C − c)− 1
)
= 2 ζp(A+B)ζp(A+ C)
(
ζp(B + C) + ζp(A+D)− 1
)
,
(C.1)
where A,B,C,D > 0. This identity is a rewriting of equation (4.39) in Ref. [4].
For the bulk diagram with two internal lines, the fact that carrying out the contour
integral over the pre-amplitude yields the desired Mellin amplitude (see (4.17)) follows from
(C.1) and the following identity:
log p
2πi
∫ iπ
log p
− iπ
log p
dc
ζp(A+ c)ζp(A− c)ζp(B − c)ζp(C + c)
ζp(2c)ζp(−2c)
(
ζp(D − c) + ζp(B + c)− 1
)
×
(
ζp(E + c)ζp(D + c) + ζp(C − c)ζp(E − c) + ζp(E + c)ζp(E − c)− ζp(E + c)− ζp(E − c)
)
= 2ζp(A+B)ζp(A+ C)
(
ζp(B + C)ζp(B + E) + ζp(A+ E)ζp(A+D)
+ ζp(A+ E)ζp(B + E)− ζp(A+ E)− ζp(B + E)
)
.
(C.2)
In fact in general, the fact that the pre-amplitudes given by prescription III of section 4
integrate to the appropriate Mellin amplitudes given by prescription I of section 3.1 hinges
mathematically on an infinite tower of increasingly convoluted contour integral identities for
the local zeta function ζp.
8 In the diagrammatic notation we have employed in this paper,
it turns out these integral identities have a simple interpretation, expressed in the form of
identity (4.24). In fact such a diagrammatic interpretation holds true for both real as well
as p-adic Mellin amplitudes. In this appendix we will prove identity (4.24) over the p-adics.
8The factors of two on the r.h.s sides of equations (C.1) and (C.2) arise non-trivially: If one computes
the contour integrals on the left-hand sides by summing over the residues, it is only the full sum of residues
that conspire to yield two times a sum of zeta functions. This holds true for all identities in the previously
mentioned infinite tower of identities.
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C.1 The “leg adding” operation
An important part of the proof involves showing there exists a mathematical operation
that adds an extra internal line to an undressed diagram, except the operation should only
output terms that do not depend on the Mandelstam variable of the added internal line.
The previous statement will become clear after considering a few examples. In the simplest
example the starting point is the undressed diagram with no internal lines, which by definition
equals unity, and after the “leg adding” operation one obtains an undressed diagram in a
particular limit:
∑
z∗∈{∆,∆iR}
Res
z∗
[
ζp
(
∆iL + z − n
)× (1)× ζp(∆iR − z)ζp(∆− z)
]
= −ζp
(
∆+∆iL − n
)
lim
s→−∞
(
∆L
sL
z
...iL
∆L
sL
. . .
i5
∆R
sR...iL
... iR
∆
s...iL
... iR
z
sU
∆U
sD
∆D
..
.iU
.. .iD
... iR
sU
∆U
sD
∆D
..
.iU
.. .iD
∆R
sR
1
)
.
(C.3)
Here as elsewhere, we have shortened notation by omitting a summation symbol that is
implied, eg. ∆iR ≡
∑
iR
∆iR . The limit s → −∞ kills off the momentum dependent factor
ζp(s−∆) of the undressed diagram. The l.h.s. above is symmetric w.r.t. ∆ and ∆iR , and so
the same is true for the r.h.s., although we have chosen to write it in a way that does not
make this symmetry manifest.
The above example is almost too simple to be informative, so let us consider the action
of the “leg adding operation” on a diagram that has one internal line to begin with:
∑
z∗∈{∆R,∆iR}
Res
z∗
[
ζp
(
∆iU +∆L + z − n
)
∆L
sL...iL z
. . .
iU
∆L
sL
. . .
iU
∆R
sR...iL
... iR
sA
∆A
sB
∆B
∆CsC
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
sA
∆A
sB
∆B
z
...iL
... iR
...
iU
1
 ζp(∆iR − z)ζp(∆R − z)
]
= −ζp
(
∆L +∆R +∆iU − n
)
lim
sR→−∞

∆L
sL
z
...iL
. . .
iU
∆L
sL
. . .
iU
∆R
sR...iL
... iR
sA
∆A
sB
∆B
∆CsC
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
sA
∆A
sB
∆B
z
...iL
... iR
...
iU
1
 .
(C.4)
Consider one final example, where we now attach an extra internal line onto a vertex that
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already has two internal lines incident on it:
∑
z∗∈{∆C ,∆iD}
Res
z∗
[
ζp
(
∆iU +∆A +∆B + z − n
)

∆L
sL
z
...iL
. . .
iU
∆L
sL
. . .
iU
∆R
sR...iL
... iR
sA
∆A
sB
∆B
∆CsC
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
sA
∆A
sB
∆B
z
...iL
... iR
...
iU
1

× ζp
(
∆iD − z
)
ζp
(
∆C − z
)]
= −ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆C +∆iU − n
)
lim
sC→−∞

sA
∆A
sB
∆B
∆CsC
...iL
... iR
...
iU
...
iD
sA
∆A
sB
∆B
z
...iL
... iR
...
iU
1

.
(C.5)
These examples demonstrate how the operation of “adding an extra internal line” works.
Assuming that such an operation exists for any undressed diagram, it is easy to prove
that the type of contour integral displayed in the preceding subsection can be employed to
glue together any two undressed diagrams. This proof is carried out in the next subsection.
Then, in the subsection after the next, we justify the above-mentioned assumption by proving
inductively that the “internal leg adding operation” can be applied to any undressed diagram,
and in so doing we complete the proof of the recursive prescription I.
C.2 Integrating pre-amplitudes using “leg addition”
Given an arbitrary undressed diagram parametrized by the complex number c,
D ≡

.
i4 .
.
.
i3
.
.
D
C
E F
...
i2
...
i1
...
i5
...
i6
B A h− c
s
h+ c

, (C.6)
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we need to show that if it appears as part of a pre-amplitude as follows:
M˜ =

F
...
i1
A h− c

(
h+ ch− c
s ... i7
)(
h+ c
... i7
)
D, (C.7)
then the contour integral over c as described below effectively glues together the two un-
dressed diagrams. That is,
M =
∫ iπ
log p
− iπ
log p
dc
2πi
f∆(c)M˜
=

F
...
i1
A ∆


.
i4 .
.
.
i3
.
.
D
C
E F
...
i2
...
i1
...
i5
...
i6
B A ∆
s ... i7

(
∆
... i7
)
,
(C.8)
where f∆(c) is given by (2.8). We will show this inductively, by first assuming that the gluing
of an extra internal line onto a diagram works for any diagram with fewer internal lines than
the arbitrary diagram D we started with.
Now, split the undressed diagram into two parts: D = D1 +D2, where D1 consists of all
the terms in D that are proportional to an internal line factor, say ζp(sE − ∆E), while D2
consists of all the remaining terms of D. That is,
D1 = −ζp(sE −∆E)

.
i4 .
.
.
i3
.
.
D
C
E
F
...
i2
...
i1
...
i6
B A h− c
s
h+ c

, (C.9)
where we used the factorization property of undressed diagrams discussed in section 5.1, and
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D2 = lim
sE→−∞
D = lim
sE→−∞

.
i4 .
.
.
i3
.
.
D
C
E F
...
i2
...
i1
...
i5
...
i6
B A h− c
s
h+ c

= −
∑
z∗∈{∆E ,∆i2}
Res
z∗
[
ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆i2 + z − n
)

.
i4 .
.
.
i3
.
.
D
C
z
F
...
i2
...
i1
...
i6
B A h− c
s
h+ c

× ζp
(
∆i5 − z
)
ζp
(
∆E − z
)] 1
ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆E +∆i2 − n
) ,
(C.10)
where we used the “leg adding operation” from the previous subsection to write the final
equality above. (The validity of such a leg adding operation is proven in full generality in
the next subsection.)
Essentially, the point of this exercise was to re-express D1 and D2 (and thus in turn
D) in terms of a diagram with one fewer internal line than the original undressed diagram
D. Having done that, we can now carry out the contour integral in (C.8) by breaking M˜
into two terms, each of which, using the assumption of our inductive setup, admits an extra
internal line to be glued on.
Explicitly, splitting up the integrated amplitude M = M1 +M2 into the parts com-
ing from D1 and D2, respectively, the inductive assumption allows us to straightforwardly
evaluate the two parts. The first part is given by
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M1 ≡
∫ iπ
log p
− iπ
log p
dc
2πi
f∆(c)

F
...
i1
A h− c

(
h+ ch− c
s ... iR
)(
h+ c
... i7
)
D1
=−

F
...
i1
A ∆
 ζp(sE −∆E)

.
i4 .
.
.
i3
.
.
D
C
E
F
...
i2
...
i1
...
i6
B A ∆
s ... i7

×
(
∆
... i7
)
.
(C.11)
And the second part is given by
M2 ≡
∫ iπ
log p
− iπ
log p
dc
2πi
f∆(c)

F
...
i1
A h− c

(
h+ ch− c
s ... i7
)(
h+ c
... i7
)
D2 ,
(C.12)
which, using the leg adding operation, we may re-express as
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M2 =−
∑
z∗∈{∆E ,∆i5}
Res
z∗
[
ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆i2 + z − n
) ∫ iπlog p
− iπ
log p
dc
2π
f∆(c)

F
...
i1
A h− c

×
(
h+ ch− c
s ... i7
)(
h+ c
... i7
)
×

.
i4 .
.
.
i3
.
.
D
C
z
F
...
i2
...
i1
...
i6
B A h− c
s
h+ c

× ζp
(
∆i5 − z
)
ζp
(
∆E − z
)] 1
ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆E +∆i2 − n
) .
(C.13)
Here we have made use of the fact that the leg adding operation commutes with the contour
integral so that we may choose to first carry out the contour integral, which is easily done
using the inductive assumption:
M2 =−
∑
z∗∈{∆E ,∆i5}
Res
z∗
[
ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆i2 + z − n
)
×

n
2
− c n
2
+ c
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
n
2
− c n
2
+ c
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
∆
... i7
n
2
+ c
... i7
A n
2
− c
F
...
i1
∆
... i7
A ∆
F
...
i1
1


D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
. . .
i2
E
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
n
2
− c n
2
+ c
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
∆
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
. . .
i2
z
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
n
2
− c n
2
+ c
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
z
. . .
i2
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
∆
... i7
1

(
n
2
− c n
2
+ c
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
n
2
− c n
2
+ c
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
∆
... i7
n
2
+ c
... i7
A n
2
− c
F
...
i1
∆
... i7
A ∆
F
...
i1
1
)
× ζp
(
∆i5 − z
)
ζp
(
∆E − z
)] 1
ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆E +∆i2 − n
) .
(C.14)
At this point we can use the leg adding operation as described in the previous subsection to
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re-express M2 in terms of a larger diagram:
M2 =

n
2
− c n
2
+ c
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
n
2
− c n
2
+ c
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
∆
... i7
n
2
+ c
... i7
A n
2
− c
F
...
i1
∆
... i7
A ∆
F
...
i1
1
 limsE→−∞

n
2
− c n
2
+ c
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
n
2
− c n
2
+ c
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
∆
... i7
n
2
+ c
... i7
A n
2
− c
F
...
i1
∆
... i7
A ∆
F
...
i1
1

(
n
2
− c n
2
+ c
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
n
2
− c n
2
+ c
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
∆
... i7
n
2
+ c
... i7
A n
2
− c
F
...
i1
∆
... i7
A ∆
F
...
i1
1
)
.
(C.15)
Comparing the final expressions for M1 and M2, we see that up to a common pre-factor,
M2 is given by the sE-independent terms of a diagram, andM1 is given by the sE-dependent
terms of the same diagram. We thus conclude that their sum is equal to
M =

n
2
− c n
2
+ c
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
n
2
− c n
2
+ c
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
∆
... i7
n
2
+ c
... i7
A n
2
− c
F
...
i1
∆
... i7
A ∆
F
...
i1
1


n
2
− c n
2
+ c
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
n
2
− c n
2
+ c
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
∆
... i7
n
2
+ c
... i7
A n
2
− c
F
...
i1
∆
... i7
A ∆
F
...
i1
1

(
n
2
− c n
2
+ c
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
n
2
− c n
2
+ c
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
s
∆
... i7
n
2
+ c
... i7
A n
2
− c
F
...
i1
∆
... i7
A ∆
F
...
i1
1
)
, (C.16)
which is precisely what we wanted to show in (C.8).
C.3 Proof of the general “leg adding” operation
The last task that remains to be accomplished to have a complete proof of the recursive
prescription for p-adic Mellin amplitudes is to show that the leg adding operation works
generally. That is, given an arbitrary undressed diagram
D ≡

D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
. . .
i2
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
G
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
. . .
i2
z
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
G
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
. . .
i2
z
A
1

, (C.17)
we need to show that we can obtain a diagram with an extra internal leg (more precisely, the
part of the diagram that does not depend on a particular Mandelstam variable), by taking
an appropriate sum of residues of D. Concretely, we need to show that the following sum of
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residues,
B ≡
∑
z∗∈{∆E ,∆i5}
Res
z∗
[
ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆i2 + z − n
)

D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
. . .
i2
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
G
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
. . .
i2
z
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
G
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
. . .
i2
z
A
1

× ζp
(
∆i5 − z
)
ζp
(
∆E − z
)]
(C.18)
is equal to the following limit,
C ≡ −ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆E +∆i2 − n
)
lim
sE→−∞

D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
G
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
G
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
A
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
G
... i7
1

. (C.19)
We will show this by strong induction on the number of internal lines. The idea is to apply
the formula (5.8) to the undressed diagram in equation (C.18) in order to re-cast it in terms
of diagrams with fewer internal lines and then use induction to evaluate the contribution to
B from these smaller diagrams. Specifically, applying the formula (5.8) to the diagram in
(C.18), we may decompose B as
B =−BA −BB −BC −BD −BF −BG
−BAB −BAC −BAD − · · · −BFG
−BABC −BABD −BABF − · · · −BDFG
...
−BABCDFG ,
(C.20)
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where BIi1 ...Iif represents the contribution to B arising from the term in the sum in (5.8)
which has l = f and I1 = Ii1 , . . . , If = Iif . For example,
BA =
∑
z∗∈{∆E ,∆i5}
Res
z∗
[
ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆i2 + z − n
)
ζp
(
∆i5 − z
)
ζp
(
∆E − z
)
×
[
ζp(sA −∆A)− ζp(∆i1i2i3i4i6i7, + z − n) lim∀s→∞
]

D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
. . .
i2
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
G
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
. . .
i2
z
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
G
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
. . .
i2
z
A
1

×

D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
G
... i7
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
G
D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
A
F
A
. . .
i1
. . .
i6
G
... i7
1

]
,
(C.21)
where we are using the convention,
∆i1...ik,ik+1...iℓ ≡
k∑
j=1
∆ij −
ℓ∑
j=k+1
∆ij . (C.22)
so that
∆i1i2i3i4i6i7, = ∆i1 +∆i2 +∆i3 +∆i4 +∆i6 +∆i7 . (C.23)
and summation is implied over each of the terms on the r.h.s. It may be remarked right
away that we can decompose C in a similar manner:
C =− CA − CB − CC − CD − CE − CF − CG
− CAB − CAC − CAD − · · · − CFG
− CABC − CABD − CABE − · · · − CEFG
...
− CABCDEFG ,
(C.24)
where, introducing the definition
Σ ≡ ∆i1i2i3i4i5i6i7, − n , (C.25)
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the term CA, for example, is given by
CA = −ζp(∆ABEi2, − n) lim
sE→−∞
[
ζp(sA −∆A)− ζp(Σ) lim∀s→∞
]

D
C
..
.i4
.. .
i3
B
E
. . .
i2
. . .
i5
F
A
. . .
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(C.26)
The two limits sE → −∞ and ∀s→∞ do not commute, since any term containing a factor
of ζp(sE −∆E) is killed off if the sE → −∞ is taken first but not if it is taken last. We can
therefore commute the two limits only if we add back in these terms. That is, we may write
CA = CA,1 + CA,2, where
CA,1 = −ζp(∆ABEi2, − n)
[
ζp(sA −∆A)− ζp(Σ) lim∀s→∞
]
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CA,2 = −ζp(∆ABEi2, − n)ζp(Σ) lim∀s→∞
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In equation (C.24) we get extra terms as compared to (C.20) because the diagram in
(C.19) has an extra internal line, but we should remember that the sE → −∞ limit in
(C.19) kills off the part of any term CI1...If that contains a factor of ζp(sE −∆E).
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Let us now look more closely at the contribution BA. It is straightforward to check that
ζp(∆i5 − z)ζp(∆i1i2i3i4i6i7, + z − n) = ζp(Σ)
(
ζp(∆i5 − z) + ζp(∆i1i2i3i4i6i7, + z − n)− 1
)
.
(C.29)
Using this, we write BA = BA,1 +BA,2, where the first part is given by
BA,1 =
∑
z∗∈{∆E ,∆i5}
Res
z∗
[
ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆i2 + z − n
)
ζp
(
∆i5 − z
)
ζp
(
∆E − z
)
×
[
ζp(sA −∆A)− ζp(Σ) lim∀s→∞
]
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]
,
(C.30)
and the second part of BA is given by
BA,2 = −
∑
z∗∈{∆E ,∆i5}
Res
z∗
[
ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆i2 + z − n
)
ζp
(
∆E − z
)
× ζp(Σ)
(
ζp(∆i1i2i3i4i6i7, + z − n)− 1
)
lim
∀s→∞
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Using the fact that the s→∞ limit commutes with the sum over residues and invoking the
inductive assumption, the first part is seen to equal
BA,1 =− ζp(∆A +∆B +∆E +∆i2 − n)
×
[
ζp(sA −∆A)− ζp(Σ) lim∀s→∞
]
lim
sE→−∞
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We notice that BA,1 is exactly equal to CA,1. And this observation does not depend on any
special property of BA not shared with any of the other terms on the r.h.s. of (C.20): we
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may decompose any term BI1...If on the r.h.s. of (C.20) into two parts, called BI1...If ,1 and
BI1...If ,2, such that BI1...If ,1 = CI1...If ,1. So we have now matched some of (C.18) with some
of (C.19).
What remains to be shown is that the remaining part of B is equal to the remaining part
of C. The remaining part of C consists of 1) terms CI1...If ,2 where Ii ̸= for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , f}
and, 2) terms CI1...If for which Ii = E for some i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , f}. However, note that the
sum of all these terms admits a simple diagrammatic interpretation, as we now explain. It
was pointed out in section 5.1 that for any undressed diagram, the momentum-independent
terms are in one-to-one correspondence with the terms proportional to internal line factors
ζp(s−∆). Thus in (C.19) when we take the limit sE → −∞, although we kill off the terms
proportional to ζp(sE − ∆E), we do not kill off the momentum-independent terms which
are in one-to-one correspondence with these killed-off terms. It is exactly these surviving,
unpartnered momentum-independent terms that we have yet to account for. But as these
remaining terms stand in one-to-one correspondence with the killed-off terms containing the
propagator factor ζp(sE −∆), the factorization property of undressed diagrams from section
5.1 allows us to express these remaining unaccounted terms of C as
ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆E +∆i2 − n
)
ζp(Σ) lim∀s→∞
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Let’s return to the second part of BA. We see in the expression for BA,2 in (C.31) that
there is no longer a pole at z = ∆i5 , so that BA,2 is simply equal to the residue at ∆E. Thus,
we have
BA,2 =− ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆E +∆i2 − n
)
ζp(Σ)
×
(
1− ζp(∆i1i2i3i4i6i7, +∆E − n)
)
lim
∀s→∞
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We can rewrite this expression in a more suggestive form as
BA,2 = −ζp
(
∆A +∆B +∆E +∆i2 − n
)
ζp(Σ)
× lim
∀s→∞
(
ζp(sA −∆A)− ζp(∆i1i2i3i4i6i7, +∆E − n)
)
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where now the symbol ∀s → ∞ also includes the limit sA → ∞. We recognize the above
as exactly the contribution from the l = 1, I = A term if we apply the formula (5.8) to the
undressed diagram in (C.33). Again there is nothing special about the BA term. In general
when we split a term BIi1 ...Iif on the right-hand side of (C.21) into BIi1 ...Iif ,1 and BIi1 ...Iif ,2,
the second term BIi1 ...Iif ,2 exactly reproduces the term with l = f , I1 = Ii1 , . . . , If = Iif on
applying the formula (5.8) to (C.33). We conclude that the sum over these contributions
coming from all the terms on the right-hand side of (C.20), that is, the sum
−BA,2 −BB,2 −BC,2 −BD,2 −BF,2 −BG,2
−BAB,2 −BAC,2 −BAD,2 − · · · −BFG,2
−BABC,2 −BABD,2 −BABF,2 − · · · −BDFG,2
...
−BABCDFG,2
(C.36)
is exactly equal to (C.33), which shows that B exactly reproduces all of C.
This concludes the proof of the leg adding operation, and in turn proves the recursion
prescription I from section 3.
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D BCFW-Shifts of Auxiliary Momenta
In this appendix, we provide an alternative but equivalent form of the recursive prescription
(5.11) from section 5, in auxiliary momentum space. The p-adic Mellin amplitude of a tree-
level bulk diagram with external legs labeled {1, . . .N} and auxiliary momenta (defined in
section 2) labeled {k1, . . . , kN}, can be written as
M = −
∑
partitions I
M(I,−kˆI)(zI)× (propagator)×M(Ic, kˆI)(zI) , (D.1)
where the partition of external legs, I is a subset I ⊂ {1, . . .N} such that it can be obtained
by splitting the diagram into two by cutting across any chosen internal line, and Ic is the
complement of I. The hatted momenta are defined to be kˆI ≡ −
∑
a∈I ka(z), where ka(z)
are the complex-shifted external momenta which are on-shell at all values of z ∈ C, while kˆI
goes on-shell only at z = zI .
The amplitudeM(I,−kˆI)(z) is one of the z-dependent sub-amplitudes obtained by split-
ting the original diagram into two by cutting across the chosen internal line, and the factor
of “(propagator)” is the Mellin space “propagator” βp(−k2I − ∆I , n −
∑N
i=1∆i) defined in
(2.24), where the unhatted momentum kI = −
∑
a∈I ka is constructed out of un-shifted ex-
ternal momentum variables, and ∆I is the conformal dimension of the bulk field propagating
along the chosen internal line.9
From here on, we will sometimes refer to the on-shell recursion above as BCFW-type
recursion because of the similarity of (D.1) with the usual BCFW decomposition, but we
stress that we are working at the level of individual diagrams. We note that the recursion
in (D.1) is identical to the recursion relation (5.11) except (5.11) is written without any
direct reference to auxiliary momenta. We now explain this recursive prescription in detail
with the help of two illustrative examples.
D.1 Four-point exchange diagram
We start by demonstrating the BCFW-type recursion (D.1) for the simplest case, the four-
point function. The full tree-level four-point bulk (Witten) diagram for a theory with cubic
9Here we have made the implicit assumption that all internal lines get complex-shifted – to ensure this
is true in general, a “multi-line BCFW-shift” of the external momenta may be required. The final Mellin
amplitudeM will be independent of the choice of the particular BCFW-shift employed, as long as all internal
lines develop a z-dependence and consequently can be put on-shell at particular values of z.
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and quartic interaction vertices is given by
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, (D.2)
where we must sum over all fields which can propagate in the intermediate channels in the
s-, t- and u-channel exchange diagrams. We will be suppressing coupling constants and any
symmetry factors associated with the diagrams. These details depend on the specifics of the
bulk theory, particularly the bulk Lagrangian. We now show that each individual diagram
in (D.2) in Mellin space admits a BCFW-type recursion relation, with the basic building
blocks of the recursion being the contact diagrams. Consequently, we’ll find the four-point
contact diagram in (D.2) is already in its ‘maximally reduced’ form.
Let’s focus on the s-channel exchange where a scalar field dual to a (single-trace) operator
of conformal dimension ∆A propagates along the internal leg.
10 It turns out the form of the
Mellin amplitude for the (s-channel) four-point exchange diagram as written in example (iii)
is, rather trivially, already in the desired BCFW-type on-shell recursion form. However in
this subsection, we will take the time to describe in detail the various ingredients which go
into recognizing the BCFW-type recursion structure, as they illuminate how this works with
more complicated higher-point diagrams.
Define
M1−int∆12,;∆34,(sA,∆A) ≡
∆A
sA
∆B
sB1
2
4
3
5
∆A
sA − sB + ∆B1
2
5
B
∆B
sB − sA + ∆A5
A
4
3
A
1
2
B
4
3
A
4
3
∆A
sA1
2
4
3
1
= −V∆12A, V∆34A, βp
(
sA −∆A, n−
4∑
i=1
∆i
)
,
(D.3)
where the vertex factor V∆12A, , defined using the convention (C.22), via (3.1),
V (∆1...f,) ≡ ζp(∆1...f, − n) , (D.4)
is the Mellin amplitude associated with the 3-point contact diagram between operators of
10A similar analysis can be done for the t- and u-channel exchange diagrams.
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dimensions ∆1, ∆2 and ∆A. Further, we have defined
sA ≡ ∆1 +∆2 − 2γ12 = ∆3 +∆4 − 2γ34 , (D.5)
and βp is defined in (2.24). To go to the auxiliary momentum space, described in section
2, we assign to each external leg of the four-point s-channel exchange diagram an auxiliary
momentum, as shown below:
M1−int∆12,;∆34,(sA,∆A) =
kA
∆A
k1
k2
k4
k3
1
≡M1−int−k21−k22 ;−k23−k24
(−k2A,∆A) , (D.6)
where the external momenta are on-shell,
−k2i = ∆i i = 1, . . . , 4 , (D.7)
while the internal momentum is not, and momentum is conserved at each vertex. We are
suppressing the Lorentz indices on the momentum variables. To obtain a BCFW-type rela-
tion for the exchange diagram, we begin by complexifying some of the external momenta in
such a way that the complex-shifted external legs remain on-shell and still satisfy momentum
conservation at each vertex for all values of the complex parameter, and as a result of the
shift the momentum along the internal leg gets complex-shifted as well. For instance, we
may choose the following “two-line shift” that preserves momentum conservation,
k1 → k1(z) ≡ k1 + zq , k4 → k4(z) ≡ k4 − zq , (D.8)
where z ∈ C, and q is a constrained momentum variable which will in general be complex-
valued. The constraints on q arise from the following on-shell requirements,
−k1(z)2 = ∆1 , −k4(z)2 = ∆4 , ∀z ∈ C . (D.9)
As desired, the momentum running through the internal leg gets complex-shifted as well,
kA → kA(z) ≡ k1(z) + k2 . (D.10)
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The conditions (D.9) are met if q satisfies
q2 = 0 q · k1 = 0 q · k4 = 0 . (D.11)
Momentum conservation along with the constraints above then imply
q · k2 = −q · k3 . (D.12)
Owing to the fact that the auxiliary momenta ki are not null, it is in general not possible to
specify in a Lorentz covariant manner the momentum variable q satisfying (D.11).11 However,
the explicit form for q will not be important in the following; q will enter in the calculations
via its dot-product with various momenta and it will be sufficient for us to inquire how these
dot-products are related to each other without establishing the explicit form for any of them.
The complex-shifts (D.8) transform the Mandelstam invariant sA as well,
sA → sA(z) ≡ −(k1(z) + k2)2 = sA − 2zq · k2 = −2q · k2(z − zA) + ∆A , (D.13)
where we have defined
zA ≡ sA −∆A
2q · k2 . (D.14)
From this it is clear that the complex-shifted momentum running through the internal leg,
kA(z) goes on-shell at z = zA. Consequently the complexified Mellin amplitude is given by
12
M(z) ≡ −V∆12A, V∆34A, βp
(
sA(z)−∆A, n−
4∑
i=1
∆i
)
, (D.15)
so that the original Mellin amplitude is recovered upon setting z = 0,
M(0) =M1−int∆12,;∆34,(sA,∆A) . (D.16)
Consider now the integral
I ≡
∮
C
dz
2πi
M(z)
z
, (D.17)
11The momentum variables ki and q are respectively, real and complex valued (n+1)-dimensional Lorentz
vectors with a Lorentzian inner product. If (n+ 1) = 3, then only q = 0 satisfies (D.11) for arbitrary k1, k4.
Thus we need at least (n+1) ≥ 4 = N to admit a non-vanishing complex-deformation zq. This requirement
is consistent with the inequality mentioned in section 2.
12Note that the complex Mellin amplitude M(z) in this appendix is different from the one defined in
section 5 above (5.16).
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where the contour C is chosen to be a circle of infinite radius centered at origin. The integrand
has simple poles at
z = 0 , z = zA +
1
2q · k2
2πim
log p
m ∈ Z , (D.18)
where the infinite sequence of poles arises from the factor of ζp(sA(z)−∆A) in the βp function.
We will now apply the residue theorem to obtain an expression for the original amplitude
in terms of the residues from the remaining poles. It is clear that the residue at z = 0 is
precisely the original amplitude M(0). The residue at the remaining poles takes the form
Res
z=zA
+ 1
2q·k2
2πim
log p
(M(z)
z
)
=
V∆12A,V∆34A,
(sA −∆A) log p+ 2πim m ∈ Z . (D.19)
Thus we conclude that
I =M(0) + V∆12A,V∆34A,
+∞∑
m=−∞
1
(sA −∆A) log p+ 2πim . (D.20)
At this point, one hopes that M(z) falls off sufficiently fast at large z, so that the contour
integral I = 0, i.e. the boundary term vanishes. The infinite sum in (D.20) evaluates to give
+∞∑
m=−∞
1
(sA −∆A) log p+ 2πim = ζp(sA −∆A)−
1
2
, (D.21)
so the claim that I = 0 becomes
M(0) ?= −V∆12A,
(
ζp(sA −∆A)− 1
2
)
V∆34A,
?
= −M(k1(z), k2,−k1(z)− k2)
∣∣∣
z=zA
(
ζp(sA −∆A)− 1
2
)
M(k1(z) + k2, k3, k4(z))
∣∣∣
z=zA
,
(D.22)
where in the second line above we have defined the sub-amplitude
M(ka, kb, kc) ≡ V−k2a,−k2b ,−k2c (D.23)
with ka + kb + kc = 0. Consider the sub-amplitude
M(k1(z), k2,−k1(z)− k2) = V∆1,∆2,sA(z) . (D.24)
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It represents an “off-shell” three-point contact interaction with incoming momenta k1(z), k2
and −k1(z)−k2. At generic values of z, two of the three external legs are on-shell, while the
third one is off-shell, but the third leg goes on-shell at z = zA, and we write
M(k1(zA), k2,−k1(zA)− k2) =
k1 + k2
∆A
k1
k2
k4
k3
−k1(zA)− k2
k1(zA) k2
k1(zA) + k2
k3 k4(zA)
1
. (D.25)
Thus if it is true that I = 0, we can interpret the second line of (D.22) as the claim
that we have rewritten the original Mellin amplitude for the s-channel four-point exchange
diagram as a product of two on-shell sub-amplitudes obtained by cutting across the internal
leg of the original diagram along which the field dual to an operator of dimension ∆A
propagates, times a putative “propagator” running across the internal leg given by the
expression ζp(sA −∆A)− 1/2.
However, it can be explicitly checked that the boundary contribution in (D.20) does not
vanish, as the complex Mellin amplitudeM(z) does not vanish at infinity. Instead, we find
I =
1
2
V∆12A,V∆34A,V∆1234,(1 + p
n−∆1234,)
=M(k1(z), k2,−k1(z)− k2)
∣∣∣
z=zA
(
V∆1234,(1 + p
n−∆1234,)
2
)
M(k1(z) + k2, k3, k4(z))
∣∣∣
z=zA
,
(D.26)
where the second line is merely a suggestive rewriting of the first line. Taking the boundary
term into account, the corrected version of (D.22) is then given by
M(0)
= −M(k1(z), k2,−k1(z)− k2)
∣∣∣
z=zA
(
ζp(sA −∆A)− 1
2
)
M(k1(z) + k2, k3, k4(z))
∣∣∣
z=zA
+M(k1(z), k2,−k1(z)− k2)
∣∣∣
z=zA
(
V∆1234,(1 + p
n−∆1234,)
2
)
M(k1(z) + k2, k3, k4(z))
∣∣∣
z=zA
,
(D.27)
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which simplifies to the compact expression
M(0)
= −M(k1(z), k2,−k1(z)− k2)
∣∣∣
z=zA
βp(sA −∆A, n−∆1234,)M(k1(z) + k2, k3, k4(z))
∣∣∣
z=zA
.
(D.28)
The amplitude in (D.28) is, indeed, mathematically identical to the starting point (D.3),
and in fact is a special case of (D.1). More importantly, we see the boundary contribution
does not destroy the nice decomposition of the amplitude first observed in (D.22); instead it
combines nicely with the residue from the poles of the complexified Mellin amplitude in such
a way that the original amplitude is still given by a product of two on-shell sub-amplitudes
obtained by cutting across the internal leg, times a propagator running across the same
internal leg, which we refer to as the “Mellin space propagator” joining the left and right
sub-amplitudes. We comment on the appearance of non-vanishing boundary terms at the
end of this appendix.
Diagrammatically, we may write (D.28) as
k1 + k2
∆A
k1
k2
k4
k3
−k1(zA)− k2
k1(zA) k2
k1(zA) + k2
k3 k4(zA)
1
= −
k1 + k2
∆A
k1
k2
k4
k3
−k1(zA)− k2
k1(zA) k2
k1(zA) + k2
k3 k4(zA)
1
βp(sA −∆A, n−∆1234,)
k1 + k2
∆A
k1
k2
k4
k3
−k1(zA)− k2
k1(zA) k2
k1(zA) + k2
k3 k4(zA)
1
.
(D.29)
We may also equivalently depict the identity (D.28) as
∆A
sA
∆B
sB1
2
4
3
5
∆A
sA − sB + ∆B1
2
5
B
∆B
sB − sA + ∆A5
A
4
3
A
1
2
B
4
3
A
4
3
∆A
sA1
2
4
3
1
=−
∆A
sA
∆B
sB1
2
4
3
5
∆A
sA − sB + ∆B1
2
5
B
∆B
sB − sA + ∆A5
A
4
3
A
1
2
B
4
3
A
4
3
∆A
sA1
2
4
3
1
βp(sA −∆A, n−∆1234,)
∆A
sA
∆B
sB1
2
4
3
5
∆A
sA − sB + ∆B1
2
5
B
∆B
sB − sA + ∆A5
A
4
3
A
1
2
B
4
3
A
4
3
∆A
sA1
2
4
3
1
, (D.30)
which avoids reference to the auxiliary momentum space and any BCFW-shifts altogether,
and takes the form presented in (5.11).
Admittedly, the example of the four-point exchange diagram is quite special in that the
sub-amplitudes turn out to be contact diagrams and thus have no Mandelstam dependence.
Nevertheless, we demonstrate in the next subsection that the BCFW-type decomposition
(D.1) holds, rather non-trivially, for the Mellin amplitude of the five-point diagram with two
internal exchanges.
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Figure 1: (a) A five-point diagram built out of cubic interaction vertices. The Mandelstam
variables sA and sB are defined in (D.33). (b) A five-point diagram built out of cubic and
quartic interaction vertices.
D.2 Five-point diagram with two internal lines
In a bulk theory with cubic interaction vertices, five-point diagrams of the kind shown in
figure 1a, with two internal legs, are allowed. Further, if the theory contains quartic inter-
action vertices as well, exchange diagrams of the kind shown in figure 1b are also possible.
However, exchange diagrams like the one in figure 1b fall in the category of diagrams dis-
cussed in the previous subsection, and results obtained there extend trivially to arbitrary
exchange diagrams (that is, bulk diagrams with exactly one internal line).
So in this subsection, we focus on the tree-level five-point diagram built solely from cubic
vertices. A BCFW-type recursion can be set up in each channel individually, so just like in
the previous subsection, we will restrict attention to a particular channel, which will be the
one shown in figure 1a; an identical analysis will hold in all other channels.
As with the four-point exchange diagram, we start with the Mellin amplitude for the
diagram in figure 1a, which is a special case of the diagram evaluated in example (iv),
M2−int∆12,;∆5;∆34,(sA,∆A; sB,∆B) ≡ ∆A
sA
∆B
sB1
2
4
3
5
∆A
sA − sB + ∆B1
2
5
B
∆B
sB − sA + ∆A5
A
4
3
A
1
2
B
4
3
A
4
3
∆A
sA1
2
4
3
1
= V∆12A, V∆A5B, V∆34B,
[
ζp(sA −∆A)ζp(sB −∆B)
− V∆345A, βp(sA −∆A, n−∆Σ)− V∆125B, βp(sB −∆B, n−∆Σ)
− V∆Σ
]
,
(D.31)
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where the contact amplitudes V∆i1...if , were defined in (D.4), βp was defined in (2.24), and
we are using the shorthand
∆Σ ≡
5∑
i=1
∆i = ∆12345, . (D.32)
Furthermore, with the help of the Mellin variable constraints (2.13) for N = 5, we have
defined
sA ≡ ∆1 +∆2 − 2γ12 = ∆3 +∆4 +∆5 − 2γ34 − 2γ35 − 2γ45
sB ≡ ∆3 +∆4 − 2γ34 = ∆1 +∆2 +∆5 − 2γ12 − 2γ15 − 2γ25 .
(D.33)
Unlike the case of the four-point exchange diagram, it is not immediately clear that the
amplitude in (D.31) admits a BCFW-type decomposition; in the rest of this appendix we
show precisely how this works out.
We start by passing to the auxiliary momentum space, with the momentum assignments
as shown:
M2−int∆12,;∆5;∆34,(sA,∆A; sB,∆B) =
k5
∆A ∆B
kA kB
k1
k2
k4
k3
1
, (D.34)
where, like before, the external momenta are on-shell,
−k2i = ∆i i = 1, . . . , 5 , (D.35)
and momentum is conserved at each vertex. Once again we employ a complex-shift of
momenta; specifically we apply the two-line BCFW-shift (D.8) subject to the on-shell con-
straints (D.9). The on-shell conditions lead us to constraints on q as written down in (D.11).
Momentum conservation along with constraints (D.11) further implies
q · (k2 + k3 + k5) = 0 . (D.36)
Looking ahead, it will be convenient to set
q · k5 = 0 . (D.37)
We are free to make this choice and still have (at least one) non-vanishing solution for the
complex momentum variable q, as long as (n+ 1) ≥ 5, since (D.11) and (D.37) amount to 4
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conditions on the (n+1)-component vector q. This proviso is consistent with the requirement
(n+1) ≥ N = 5 which ensures there are precisely N (N−3)/2 = 5 independent Mandelstam
variables.
Applying momentum conservation for the complex-shifted momenta vertex by vertex,
the shifted internal momenta are given by
kA → kA(z) ≡ k1(z) + k2 , kB → kB(z) ≡ k3 + k4(z) , (D.38)
which allows the possibility of setting the internal legs on-shell at specific (non-zero) values
of the complex parameter z. In particular,
sA(z) ≡ −kA(z)2 = sA − 2zq · k2 = −2q · k2(z − zA) + ∆A
sB(z) ≡ −kB(z)2 = sB + 2zq · k3 = 2q · k3(z − zB) + ∆B ,
(D.39)
where we have defined
zA ≡ sA −∆A
2q · k2 , zB ≡ −
sB −∆B
2q · k3 . (D.40)
We conclude that kA(z) goes on-shell at z = zA, while kB(z) goes on-shell at z = zB.
Equation (D.39) also suggests what the complex-shifted Mellin amplitude should look like,
M(z) ≡M2−int∆12,;∆5;∆34,(sA(z),∆A; sB(z),∆B) , (D.41)
that is, we simply promote the Mandelstam variables sA and sB in (D.31) to their complex-
shifted versions.
Like in the previous subsection, consider now the contour integral
I ≡
∮
C
dz
2πi
M(z)
z
, (D.42)
where the contour C is a circle of infinite radius centered at origin. It is clear from the
explicit form in (D.31) that the integrand in (D.42) has simple poles at
z = 0 , z = zA +
1
2q · k2
2πim
log p
z = zB +
1
2q · k3
2πim
log p
m ∈ Z . (D.43)
We will first apply the residue theorem to evaluate (D.42). The residue at z = 0 reproduces
the original amplitudeM(0) which we are interested in, while the residues at the remaining
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poles evaluate to
Res
z=zA
+ 1
2q·k2
2πim
log p
(M(z)
z
)
= −V∆12A,V∆A5B,V∆34B, βp(sB −∆B − sA +∆A, n−∆345A,)
(sA −∆A) log p+ 2πim
Res
z=zB
− 1
2q·k2
2πim
log p
(M(z)
z
)
= −V∆12A,V∆A5B,V∆34B, βp(sA −∆A − sB +∆B, n−∆125B,)
(sB −∆B) log p+ 2πim ,
(D.44)
for all m ∈ Z, where we made important use of the identity q · k2 = −q · k3 which follows
from (D.36)-(D.37). Using (D.21) to sum up the residues, we obtain
M(0)
= −M(k1(z), k2,−k1(z)− k2)
∣∣∣
z=zA
(
ζp(sA −∆A)− 1
2
)
M∆B(k1(z) + k2, k5, k3, k4(z))
∣∣∣
z=zA
−M∆A(k1(z), k2, k5, k3 + k4(z))
∣∣∣
z=zB
(
ζp(sB −∆B)− 1
2
)
M(−k3 − k4(z), k3, k4(z))
∣∣∣
z=zB
+ I ,
(D.45)
where we have used (D.23) and have defined the (off-shell) sub-amplitude
M∆(ka, kb, kc, kd) ≡ −V−k2a,−k2b ,∆ V−k2c ,−k2d,∆
× βp
(−(ka + kb)2 −∆, n+ k2a + k2b + k2c + k2d) (D.46)
with ka + kb + kc + kd = 0. The sub-amplitude
M(k1(z), k2,−k1(z)− k2) = V∆1,∆2,sA(z) (D.47)
in (D.45) is on-shell at z = zA, i.e. all external momenta go on-shell at z = zA. Moreover,
at this value of z, it precisely takes the form of an (on-shell) three-point contact Mellin
amplitude. Similarly, the sub-amplitude,
M∆B(k1(z) + k2, k5, k3, k4(z)) = −VsA(z),∆5,∆B V∆3,∆4,∆B
× βp (sB(z)−∆B, n−∆3 −∆4 −∆5 − sA(z))
(D.48)
is on-shell at z = zA, whence sA(zA) = ∆A, sB(zA) = −(k3 + k4(zA))2 = sB − sA + ∆A,
and we recognize from the previous subsection that (D.48) takes precisely the form of an
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(on-shell) four-point exchange diagram (see, e.g. (D.6)):
M∆B(k1(zA) + k2, k5, k3, k4(zA)) =
k5
k1 + k2 k3 + k4
∆B∆A
k1
k2
k4
k3
−k1(zA)− k2
k1(zA) k2
−k3 − k4(zA)
∆B
k5
k1(zA) + k2
k4(zA)
k3
k1(zB) + k2
∆A
k1(zB)
k2
k5
k3 + k4(zB)
−k3 − k4(zB)
k3 k4(zB)
1
=M1−int−k25−(k1(zA)+k2)2;−k23−k4(zA)2
(−(k3 + k4(zA))2,∆B)
=M1−int∆5+∆A;∆3+∆4(sB − sA +∆A,∆B) .
(D.49)
A similar interpretation can be given to the sub-amplitudes in the second term on the r.h.s.
of (D.45), which are to be evaluated at z = zB.
We still need to take into account the boundary contribution in (D.45), denoted by I.
Just like in the previous subsection, such a contribution is non-vanishing and can be directly
computed by evaluating the contour integral at infinity in (D.42). We omit the details
of the computation, but point out that just like in the previous subsection, the boundary
contribution combines with the sum of residues at all (non-zero) poles to give
M(0)
= −M(k1(z), k2,−k1(z)− k2)
∣∣∣
z=zA
βp(sA −∆A, n−∆Σ)M∆B(k1(z) + k2, k5, k3, k4(z))
∣∣∣
z=zA
−M∆A(k1(z), k2, k5, k3 + k4(z))
∣∣∣
z=zB
βp(sB −∆B, n−∆Σ)M(−k3 − k4(z), k3, k4(z))
∣∣∣
z=zB
.
(D.50)
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We may write this diagrammatically as
k5
k1 + k2 k3 + k4
∆B∆A
k1
k2
k4
k3
−k1(zA)− k2
k1(zA) k2
−k3 − k4(zA)
∆B
k5
k1(zA) + k2
k4(zA)
k3
k1(zB) + k2
∆A
k1(zB)
k2
k5
k3 + k4(zB)
−k3 − k4(zB)
k3 k4(zB)
1
= −
k5
k1 + k2 k3 + k4
∆B∆A
k1
k2
k4
k3
−k1(zA)− k2
k1(zA) k2
−k3 − k4(zA)
∆B
k5
k1(zA) + k2
k4(zA)
k3
k1(zB) + k2
∆A
k1(zB)
k2
k5
k3 + k4(zB)
−k3 − k4(zB)
k3 k4(zB)
1
βp(sA −∆A, n−∆Σ)
k5
k1 + k2 k3 + k4
∆B∆A
k1
k2
k4
k3
−k1(zA)− k2
k1(zA) k2
−k3 − k4(zA)
∆B
k5
k1(zA) + k2
k4(zA)
k3
k1(zB) + k2
∆A
k1(zB)
k2
k5
k3 + k4(zB)
−k3 − k4(zB)
k3 k4(zB)
1
−
k5
k1 + k2 k3 + k4
∆B∆A
k1
k2
k4
k3
−k1(zA)− k2
k1(zA) k2
−k3 − k4(zA)
∆B
k5
k1(zA) + k2
k4(zA)
k3
k1(zB) + k2
∆A
k1(zB)
k2
k5
k3 + k4(zB)
−k3 − k4(zB)
k3 k4(zB)
1
βp(sB −∆B, n−∆Σ)
k5
k1 + k2 k3 + k4
∆B∆A
k1
k2
k4
k3
−k1(zA)− k2
k1(zA) k2
−k3 − k4(zA)
∆B
k5
k1(zA) + k2
k4(zA)
k3
k1(zB) + k2
∆A
k1(zB)
k2
k5
k3 + k4(zB)
−k3 − k4(zB)
k3 k4(zB)
1
.
(D.51)
Equivalently, the result (D.50) may also be recast in the form of (5.11) as
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sA1
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βp(sB −∆B, n−∆Σ)
∆A
sA
∆B
sB1
2
4
3
5
∆A
sA − sB + ∆B1
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5
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∆B
sB − sA + ∆A5
A
4
3
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3
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4
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∆A
sA1
2
4
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1
,
(D.52)
which avoids any reference to momentum variables. Further, we may use the decomposition
(D.29)-(D.30) from the previous subsection to further reduce (D.51)-(D.52) in such a way
that the r.h.s. is given entirely in terms of the three-point (contact) Mellin amplitudes.
The proof presented in section 5 (for the on-shell recursive prescription IV) sheds light on
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the appearance of non-vanishing boundary terms in the examples considered in this appendix,
where we apply Cauchy’s theorem in the complexified auxiliary momentum space to obtain
an on-shell recursion relation: Had we chosen instead the complex-cylindrical manifold for
the complex variable z like we do in section 5, the boundary terms would not have made an
appearance in the intermediate steps.
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